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Murray State Universit

Dr. Curris takes over
presidency tomorrow
By MIKE JONES
Co-Editor
Young, experienced, and
progressive, Dr. Constantine
William (Deno) Currie will
become Murray State University's sixth president tomorrow
during the Racers' maiden
game in Roy Stewart Stadium.
A 32-year-old Lexington
native who grew up at Williamstown in Grant County, Curris
has announced plans to push
Murray State as a "regional"
school.
The University of
Kentucky graduate in political
science received national
recognition in debating. He
received the master of arts
degree in political science and
education in 1965 from the
University of Illinois. Curris
then returned to UK where he
completed doctoral work in
education with emphasis on
political science in 1967.
Leavea W. Va. Job
Curris is leaving the position
of vice-president and dean of
the faculty at Western Virginia
Institute of Technology, in
Montgomery, He has also served as vice-president for
student affairs at Marshall
University, Huntington, W. Va.,
and director of educational
programs for the West Virginia
Board of Education. He has
been vice president and dean of
students at Midway Junior
College near Lexington.
"I want the Universitv to be
known for the high qu~lity of
its programs particularly in
areas where the uniqueness of
Western Kentucky makes it
pos.c;ible for Murray State to
have
a truly national
reputation," Curris states.
To complement this goal,
Curris hopes to break the

"semester mold" at MSU. He
explains that there are many
area residents who find it impossible to attend classes on a
semester basis. In order to attract this type student, Curris
plans to begin more summer institutes and one and two-week
courses.

In regard to dormitory
policy, Curris says he will
definitely solicit student
suggestions. He adds that the
religious background of the
region greatly affects the
housing question. "The values
of the University must reflect
the moral values of the area involved."

Enrollment Challen1e
Another top priority, Currie
says, will be a study of the
school's budget. and financial
needs in order to assure that
MSU will get its fair share of
educational funds when the
state legislature meets in
January.

Student Relatione
Concerning his relations with
the student body, Curris has
adopted the familiar "open
door" policy, but with a new
twist. He feels that merely an
open office door is useless since
(Continued oo pafe 22)

Dr. Ralph Woods'
book now on sale
A history of Murray State
University compiled by Dr.
Ralph H . Woods, president
emeritus of MSU, has been
released and appears to be
selling well, if the university
bookstore is any indication.
"Fifty Years of PtoJl'eBS"
was produced with the aid of
MSU's printing facilities this
summer and made available in
both paperback and hardbound editions.
Dr. Woods, v, o served as
MSU's fourth president for 23
years until his retirement in
1968, gathered the information
for the book from interviews
with alumni, newspaper articles, Board of Regents'
minutes, as well as from
reports and correspondence
from former presidents and key
administrative personnel.
Chapters
deal
with
everything from the founding of

MSU and extra-curricular ac·
tivities to the academic departments and in-service programs.

DR. CONSTANTINE W. (DENO) CURRIS

Special events to highlight
Stewart Stadium opening
Murray State University will
open its new Roy Stewart
Stadium with a bang tomorrow
night at 7 p.m.
Special pre-game and halftime festivities will include the
introduction of Dr. Constantine
Curris,
Murray
State's
president as of tomorrow and
the ascension of a seven-story
hot-air balloon.
An aerial bomb, t>et off at 7
p.m. high above the 16,800-seat
stadium and capable of being
heard eight miles, will signal
the beginning of pre·game activities.
As the bomb goes off,

balloonist ,Joe Casserly of
Memphis will ascend in his
"Spirit of America" hot-air
balloon .
Casserly,
a
professional balloonist and
licen11ed commercial pilot,
holds the world's record for
altitude in a bot-air balloon.
Once airborne, his route is unplanned, and he says he will be
"one with the wind."
Pre-Game Band Show
The l.'i5-piece Marching
Thoroughbred Band, behind
drum majors Michael Longdo,
sophomore from Waterford,
N.Y., and ,John Goode, freshman from Cadiz, will present a

Speech, hearing gets
grant to build center
By J IM .HEADY
Reporter

Photo by

ELBOW GREASE and a lot of brass polish are beginning to
make the back doors of the library look like new. Richard
Elliott, University maintenance employee, gets started on the
cleanup job which will definitely improve the looks of the
building.

Notification of a $502,561
federal grant to Murray State
University to build a speech
and hearing rehabilitation center has inspired hope in University officials for a groundbreaking on the project late in
September.
Bids for the three-story brick
structure will be released on
Sept. 28, according to Dr. John
Bartholomy, chairman of the
department
of
special
education. The estimated cost
of construction is 51.3 million.
A joint announcement of the
grant award through the HillBurton program of the U.S.
Department
of
Health,
Education and Welfare waa
made by Senator Marlow Cook
and Firat District Congressman
Frank A. Stubblefield.

Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
vice-president
for
administrative affairs at Murray
State noted the possibility of
additional federal money if
funds impounded by President
Nixon are released. He said the
(Continued on pate 22)
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colorful pre-game show. A
presidential fanfare will be
played as a prelude to the introduction of Murray State' s
new president.
Dr. Curris, at 32 the youngest
president of a Kentucky college
or university in history, will be
introduced by Dr. Harry M.
Spark;& and will throw out the
football to open the Racers'
maiden game in the new
facility.
The evening's featured event
will be the opening of the 1973
football season with the
Murray State Racers meeting
Western Carolina on the
stadium's artificial turf in the
non-conference game.
The halftime show will focus
on a "Grand Opening
Americana" theme. Everyone
entering the stadium will be
given an American flag and
urged to wave it during the
show.
Fireworks Scheduled
The band's elaborate show
will include a special
"Americana"
presentation
during which the stadium will
be darkened for a six-minute
fireworks display.
Coordinating the opening
game activities is Cal Luther,
athletic director, and a special
committee including Dr.
Thomas B. Hogancamp,
University treasurer; James
Rogers, director of auxiliary
services: Rex Thompson, director of business affairs: Roger
Reichmuth, band director:
Charles L. Eldridge, director of
school relations; Vernon
Shown, aBSOCiate professor of
secondary education and M.C
Ganott, director of public
J't'lations.
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Price says
Several parking rules
are revised, enforced

CARS STOP FOR students utilizing one of
the many new crosswalks added during

the summer.

Photo by Keary Caiman

Crosswalk violators
to be fined$10 - $100
Violators o f the new
regulation will be
subject to a line of $10 to $100
for each offen~e.
Orman Price, h e ad
of
security, said that according to
a Kentuckv State traffic law,
the operator of a vehicle (this
includes motort-ydes, bicycles
or· any moving vehicle) must
stop and allow a pedestrian to
eros~ the street within a
marked t:rosswalk or at an intersection. Failure to do so can
rusult in a traffic ticket and a
fine of as much as $100. Should
the operator hit and injure a
pedestrian in a marked
cros~wa l k, he could face a fine
of as much as $2,000 or imprisonment in the county jail
for as long M a year.
However, if a pedet>trian is
not walking w ithin the
crosswa lk area, he is in
violation. Pede11trians attempting to cross a street at
any point other than within a
marked crosswalk at an intersection, shall yield the rightof-way lo all vehicles •tpon the
highway. The only exception is
in the case of blind individuals.
Price 11aid they have been
watching to see if studenL'! and
faculty are obeying the
crosswalk signs and they found
that "people are beginning to
stop; however, some are not .
The whole thing depends on
the cooperation of everyone."
Price also stated that he
would trv to be lenient until
the students and faculty got
used t.o the situation. Thereafter, he said there would be
security officer~ stationed at
the crosswalks to make sure
that the regulations are obeyed.
He further stated that if
anyone, faculty or student, is
found breaking a rule, they
"will not and cannot be excuRed."
As to additional parking
facilities, Price said that "right
now it. appears there is no need
crost~walk

CATERI NG
AGENCY
professional,
experienced
smokers, pretu ners,

for more." He said that there
are several commuter Jots that
remain empty. Two that he
mentioned were a gravel lot on
Calloway and another across
from the Securitv Offil'e. Price
said if a need for additional
parking lot..'i arise:;, new lots

Severa l changes have oc- parked or abandoned vehicles,
curr ed
in
the
parking or any veh icle found on campus
regulations during th e past without a permit."
semester at MSU, accor ding to
Parking violations have also
Orman P rice, director of cam- ch a n ged . The fi r st two
pus security.
violations result in a $1 cha rge,
Previously one had 36 hours t he third a nd fourth violations
to register a vehicle brought on a re $3 each, and the fifth
campus, now it's a full two violation is $5. After the third
days. Failure to regist er violation, the stu dent is reporhowever, will result in a $5 ted to the dean of student a fcharge. Price stated that this fairs while faculty or staff
ruling will be rigidly enforced. violators are reported t.o their
Another change is the appropriate dea n.
location of bumper sticke111.
Price elaborated, "Violations
"The permit must be di~played in excess of five will necessitate
on the left side of the rear bum- student violators being reporper ," Price explained.
ted to t he dean of students, and
Students are urged to park in facu lty, staff, and employee
their specific zone. Failure to violators being reported to the
do so may retiult in a parking appropriate dean, director, or
ticket and/or the towing away administrative officer for
of the illegally parked vehicle. disciplinary action."
Price stated, "The Univ£>rsity
T ickets not paid witin five
reserves the right, after suf- school days will result in a $2
ficient notice and warning, to penalty charge.
remove and impound illegally

will be opened immediatelv.
They are surveying this
situation now.
As of Monday, the set·urity
polict> are going to give ticket><
to anyone who is violating
parking regulations.
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Grecian Steakhouse
Tom Andrews
Owner

Sept.l3, 14,15

Highway 641
753-4419

location n e xt to 4 P oints Bar-B-Q
I

Specials

Break a balloon & you may win a
$35, $10, or $5 Gift Certificate

Monday and Tuesday

Ground Sirloin

Wednesday

Fish Plate $1.49

Monday-Thursday

Ribeye $1..89

$1.49

10 pairs of panty hose
will also be given' away

Friday, Saturday, Sunday Special
T-Bone Steak

~

Includes: Salad, Potatoes, Toast

Racks of n e w fall merchandise

.rt
**•*****************~ifo 1-----------------*•******************•* 't
lOc off on am· meal
with return of this coupon

10% to 25% off

-{+

(just in time for the game)

Carry out call: 753-4419

Hyw 741 , Murray, Ky.

STU D ENT

G O VE R N M ENT

S ummer of '42
Th e Re incarna te
Assisgnm ent To Kill
Dusty a nd S weets McGee
Woodst ock
McCabe a nd Mrs. Mill e r
Th e B ig Bounce
Billy .J ack
Johnny Got His Gun
Th e Wild Bunch
Joe
P ortnoy's Com pla in t

~~~~~~~
F ALL

MOVI E SCH ED ULE

Se pt. 14, 1973
Sept. 21, 1973
Sept. 28, 1973
Oct. 5, 1973
Oc t. 13, 1973
Oct. 19, 1973
Oct. 26, 1973
Nov. 2, 1973
Nov. 9, 1973
Nov. 30, 1973
Dec. 7, 1973
Dec. 14, 1973

•u nive rsity Sch ool Aud.
U niversity School Aud.
University School Aud .
U nive rsity School Aud.
Love tt Aud. M.S.U.
University School Aud.
U nive rsity School Aud.
Unive rsity Schoo l Aud.
University Sch o ol Aud.
Un ivers ity Sch ool Aud.
U nivers ity Sch ool Aud.
U n iversity Sch ool Aud.

dancers, mixers, or
private get -togethers
for information
call 753·9059

*University School Aud. Locate d Be hind Scie n ce .B ldg.
All Times 7:30 p.m.
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Murray receives
oral history funds
Murray State University
recently received grants
totaling $33.100 from Gov.
Wendell H. Jo'ord's contingency
fund to further the research in
the development of a new oral
history program.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, noted
historian und hiographer,
de11crihed oral historv as a
technique that "helps bring the
pasl to life," during his visit to
the campus last l<'riday.
Pogue was the special guest
at a lunchllon ancl work session
where he met with ,James W.
Hammack .Jr., assistant
professor of history and d irector of the new program, to
discuss the technique of
documenting as well as pre!lerving history through taped
recordings.
The historian i:~ a 1931
graduate of the University and
is presently executive director
of the Marshall Research
Foundation in Arlington, Va.
He began using oral history
during World War II and
developed it into a technique
while serving as an Army
historian.

According to Hammack, "the
project will focus primarily on
figures from modern Kentucky
politics, but will also include
documentation about some
prominent Kentuckians from
outside the realm of politics."
Hammack began researching
Kentucky political history early
this summer and he said that
interviewing would most. likely
begin this month.
"Most of the governors and
lieutenant governors since 1930
are still alive," the program
director said. "The response
has been excellent."
Recordings of the interviews
will be preserved in the special
collections section of the
library. Hammack remarked,
"These recordings would
provide a record of valid
historical documents to be used
in the future for research."

u

T aUXJ.rds
Gary B oggess
doctoral de,t:TrP.e

In addition to teaching two
general chemistry courses and
directing the graduate seminar
program, Dr. Boggess is involved in developing an audio
tutorial program. This program
would allow students access. to
tapes and films to aid with
studies.
He is also trying to obtain
grants to fund a graduate
research program.
A member of the American
Chemical Society, Dr. Boggess
participated in a two-week conference on electron spectroscopy in Gent, Belgium, last
September.

ll- ._..._.._...._.._.

*
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Holland Drugs

project, and Dr. Riley Venza,chairmanof the
hi.st~ry department. F'ogu~. an alumnus of
MSU, pioneered in the oral history technique
as early as 1943.

Classes to be taught in Mexico

Ne'xt summer new opportunities are opening to the
students of Murray State
University.
A summer studies ino~'
tercultural program will be
,
held at Colegio Peninsular in
Merida, Mexico, consisting of
eight weeks of class from June
10 to Aug. 2. Anyone who
wishes to attend may go. The
~· "'
only requirement is that the
student must be eligible for
Gary W. Boggess, a chemistry enrollment here at Murray
instructor at Murray State State.
The course will include
University since 1966, has been
awarded a doctoral degree by studies in Spanish, literature,
Latin American studies and
the University of Tennessee.
comparative education. It will
A native of Hardin, where he be a chance to learn about the
still resides, Dr. Boggess has Mexican culture and see the
been on leave from Murray for land. There will be field tripe
the past two years while he to the archaeological ruins of
worked toward the degree. He Maya, the coastline of
is now an assistant professor of Progt'eso, certain ejidos, and to
haciendas and Maya villages.
chemistry at Murray State.
Dr.James R. Venza, chairman
His dissertation, entitled
"High Temperature Photoelec- of. the history department and
tron Spectroscopy of Group liB Dr. C. D. Wilder, associate
Halides," was successfully professor of biology, have seen
defended on July 13. It dealt
with the determination of the location of the classes and
reported that the facilities and
molecular energy levels.
resources are fine. The fee will
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Boggess, Hardin, Dr. Boggess range from $650 to $750. This
received his undergraduate includes tuition, room, board,
degree in chemistry and travel and field trips. The exact
mathematics from Murray
State in 1962 after attending
the University of Tennes.c;ee at
Martin on a basketball scholarship. He earned the maliter's
degree at Purdue University
before joining the Murray State
faculty in 1966.

*

DETAILS of a new oral
history project at Murray are Dr. Forrest C.
Pogue (center), executive director of the Marshall Research Foundation, Arlington, Va.,
James W. Hammack, Jr.. (left), director of the

*
*

amount will depend upon the
number of students who enroll.

Dr. Venza and Dr. Jerome of secondary education will acHainsworth, associate professor company those going.
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ODixieCream
1006 Chestnut

DONUTSPhone 753-6034

We Are Now Open To Serve You
Hours: 6:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.
6:00 a.m.-12 Midnight, Sal & Fri.
Closed Sundays

*discounts to Schools,
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Family Shoe Store

Welcomes All Murray State Students!
Brands for Women

Brands for Men

Fanfares

Weyenberg

Tempos

City Clubs

Surburbanaire

Park Plaza

Personality

Converse Canvas

The brands include the latest in styles in dress,
sport, and casual shoes. Shop the
Family Shoe Store before you buy!

~·~·~------------------------------------------~
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A new president must make it--

A matter of priority
For the past year there have been
various half-century anniversary
celebrations here at Murray State.
Barely one week remains · before
Murray State University students
will reach their first real golden anniversary. We say real because September 24, 1923 was the day the
school opened its doors to students.
Before that day there really was
no school. This is a fact of which we
feel t he first administrators were
well aware. More aware it seems at
times, than are those of our
generation.
Not only are attitudes changing,
but the physical appearance of
Murray State has, in recent years
especially, been greatly altered.
With the opening of the new
stadium tomorrow, the building
program of a few years ago will
come to an end. The University is
now ready to a ccommodate a few
thousand students more than are on
hand.
Enter Dr. Constantine Curris.
First indications wo uld lead us to
believe that Murray is in for a new
style of leadership. After all, not
every campus has a presiden t who is
at once described as young and
single.
First reports of the selection of Dr.
Curris were quite surprising. It was
just ha rd to believe that in a school
with unbending closed dorm and
speaker policies and the memory of
mandatory ROTC participation still
vivid in the minds of many students,
a man of Dr. Curris' position would
be the choice of the Board of
Regents.
If this is not a drastic change in
attitude, it may at least indica te
some tempering.
In Dr. Currie' interviews, he has
said his top priority will be the
legialative session this January. This
will be the session which will deter-
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"What, it's time to leave?
Already?"

..
.·

Newe

mine Murray's budget for the next
two years.
It is unfortunate that the budget
of a school is determined largely by
the political prowess of its president,
but such would seem to be the case
in the past a nd therefore must be
considered. T hus from a practical
viewpoint and considering t he competition for funds from the other
state schools, we must a gree that
this area should take top priority.
Dr. Curris has a lso said that he
feels Murray State should present a
more regional image. Here again,
the legislature may hold the key.
The current restriction on out-ofstate enrollment to 15 per cent of the
total makes it difficult for Murray to
obtain a regional name. Unless
regional means to follow state boundaires.
Should Dr. Curris meet with success in obtaining a satisfactory
budget from the legislature, an effort
to eaoe the out-of-state restriction
could also be of major benefit to
Murray.

It is a big bouse, nicely furnished,
with a big back yard, about 213
acres big. Harry Sparks lives there.
Or he used to. It's name is Oakhurst.
It wasn' t long ago, January 1968
seems close, he was moving in a s its
fourth occupant. He was returning
to Murray from Frankfort where he
had been State Superintendent of
Public Instruction. Murray State
University anxiously awaited his
homecoming.
Now in · his wake, we again find
the school anxiously awaiting its
new president, hoping for a change
here and there and there and there.
When you come right down to it,
the trouble with this University may
be that it is stuck in the 60's. Not a
bad place to be except that's not
where we are. We' re in the woods,
no question about it and the way we
got in is not the way out. That only
leads back to the 1950's.
This is not to say Harry Sparks
put us here. His achievement-totime percentage is excellent. T he
five-year Sparks administration
engineered six major construction
projects that cost $11,700,000 and
changed the aerial view of the campus. The effects of these facilities
have not been tallied because these
projects merely presented the opportunity for progress; they did not
insure it.
It seems that the same apathetic
student body which tolerated his
mistakes also failed to recognize his
successes.
Murray State now enjoys the ad ·
vantages of: Regents Hall, the civic
pride and "moral disaster'' of the
campus; Faculty Hall, the academic
b u il ding that discourages
teacher/student communication; a
$500,000 biological station on
Kenla ke which may in time have an
exclusive view of a barge terminal;
the collapsible Price Doyle Fine Arts
Bldg. that is destined to become
a hard-hat area; and finally the
University/laboratory school half of
which looks as if it were constructed
one rainy weekend as an experiment.
Add to these Roy Stewart
Stadium (the Promised Land),
which has been the drawing card of
the athletic department for the last

half-decade and may be another five
years getting finished.
These problems are not by fault of
Dr. Sparks. His record of service to
community and University is unsurpassed. T he fact that they stem
from his achievements should not
detract from their importance.
Under the direction of Dr. Sparks,
six new departments were
established as was the School of
Fine Arts. Other firsts include the
appointments of the University ,o mbudsman office (who must rival the
Maytag repairman as the Ionliest
man in town) and faculty and
student members on the University
Board of Regents.
In January of 1968, Dr. Harry
Sparks was on the front page of the
MURRAY STATE NEWS. Now it's
1973 and his story is on the front
page again. Only this time it's not
an introduction, it's a farewell .
The fact that Dr. Sparks is leaving
does not mean he' ll be gone.
He a lways was a tough man to
convince.
Editor's Note:
The MURRAY S TATE
NEWS welcomes any letters,
articles, cartoons and pict ures f r o m U ni versity
stude n ts,
faculty
and
a lumni.
Letters to the Editor may
be no longer than 250 word s,
type d a nd double-spaced .
All le tte r s must be signed or
th ey will not be publish ed.
Upon r easonable request,
names can be withheld in
publication.
The NEWS has the right to
change the letter s to conform to it8 style, but every
effort will be made to leave
m eani ng
a nd
content
unaltered . We reserve the
right to r eject letter s for
rea sons of libel or taste.
Guest articles may be from
260 to 750 words and will
follow the same standards
a s Letter s to the Editor .
Came ra bu ffs and car toonists may also s ubmit
work to the NEWS. All pictures must be black and
white and clea r a nd sh arp.
Ca rtoons s ho uld be sub·
mi tted on h eavy, whit e
pape r.
Deadline for entry is Monday noon befo r e t he Friday
publish ing date.

Slurrap &tatr Nrms
Murray State University
111 Wll-. Holl

609 Coll. .o Station
A third major point made by Dr.
Murray, Ky. 4207 1
Curris is that his will be an open
door policy. We hope this means
he will be more receptive to the
MUHRAV S1'.-.n: NEWil i• prtpart'<l anti odltt-tl h)
~~ nh•n·ft •• I'Mt<'f•ntl-r1at• ma fl •C th.. 1•msl offioe an
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journoliam otudenu und•r Ihe advi~"'h'fl e•l Ot RtoiM'rl Murrav, Ky
Mt·Gau.ahey
Thit
orT!c1al
~·ublic:aliun ,,, Murrtt.v S lttltt
say that a president should do more Univ~tv ;. pubhsbed eat·h Froday on the· fall anti opron•
than just listen. There have always Mmestt>rs ttXCI'pt holuta,.., "'llcatiet1\lt 1nd nam daVIl.
OpinJoaa nprH&ed arr tl10M nr \-dit<'n: or othe-r •~&ned
been sympathetic ears at Murray write-r., l'hne np1nion• d o not lleC"ftN.til)· rf'(•rNt'lnt ~~ v•t\~·• Netional reprat'ntativ• iA National F..du<-ation Adve.rtaamc
uf the joum.lliom forullv or the Uncvr..,ty
!Wrvitt.o. 360 (...,.tncu>n Av•" Now York N Y. 10011
State.
In attempting to change the image
C...Edttor--···-·---~ c... therino C'h.pin l'hntocrapbu, - --·---···---~!eve Hale
and perhaps the attitudes at Co-EdttO< - - "ar•h Trowodalo
- - - . ··-·-·M•ke ·'""" National '" dv.rtiolnc Mana~ft
Murray, we would encourage the o.u.- M•n•ce<· - · · - _ _ _ - -Scoll Simpoon .-.dvertU.i"ll PUIIODIH'I _ - - - - - - 1<-,.... Wood
Norwt Edii<!J' - - - - · - · · · · - · - - -Salh Hobeck
Ave Me~ UDda B~~ehanan, To mmv Sc:rqp. Betty
new president to keep in mind that A..t.lant N.- F..ditor_ - Kndall Ku11
Vt•tch
at least as much as a nything else, Editorial F.ditO< - - - · · · · - - - - - Oa O> Re.. <'.opy t;dttar. _ , _ _ --··-····--J.tr Mardeu•
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the students ma ke the university , no Feat..,. Editor- ...- - - - - - - - Londa MII"""Y
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Ktllv
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matter what its size. These students
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~1\nel.te Bonlen~, .la)'M Clark, Roftald O.blcren. Jofrn
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Overview

Dr. Harry M. Sparks

"I've never been fired from a job,
I always anticipate just enough to
leave." So saying, Dr. Harry M.
Sparks ended his five-year tenure as
president of Murray State.
He does not leave without regrets
but feels that he has accomplished a
few things while at Murray. Numbered among those is an increase in
the qualifications of faculty and
staff. He said 73% of the faculty in
the school of arts and sciences has
doctorates.
Sparks feels that the student has
been put more on his own during the
past five years. He doesn' t like the
idea of "t~poon feeding" students but
doesn't want to put them in a
situation where they could destroy
themselves either.
A third thing that Sparks feels .h e
has accomplished is giving more
authority to department heads. He
said that if department heads choose
their own teachers then the teacher
feels an obligation to that head inst~ad of to the president.
Spark~ did admit to a few
mistakes. His biggest, he said, was
"not going ahead to find a way to
build a student center.'' He had had
the j:ll!ns drawn up for one but it
would have co.,t $6.5 million and the
money just wasn't available.
The department of germanic
languages was another waterloo for
Sparks. Because of small
enrollment, they were being phased
out of the curriculum and became
critical of others in the process.
Sparks tried to get them to operate
on their own capabilities and not the
weaknesses of others but failed. He
said he delayed decisions that he
should have made earlier. "You
can't push other people down to
make you better," he said.
He also would have liked to improve the central heating plant. He
said the state did a report on what
sort of fuel should be used and they
came up with natural gas. "Now
where are you going to get that?" he
asked.
Sparks said the atmosphere at
Murray has changed over the years
he has been a teacher and administrator. When he first cal'J)e to
Murray in 1948 the G.l.'s were in
school. "They were more mature
and knew why they were here." After the veterans graduated they were
replaced by younger students that
came out of high school unprepared

for college. "In thelastseveral years,
high schools have improved tremendously and students coming to our
school are much better prepared,"
he said.
The only thing that students are
short on when they leave Murray, he
said, is judgmental experience. "We
need to put more experience in
education." Contributing to this
problem are the teachers. ''Many of
our teachers have not been in
judgmental!lituations." Sparks said.
Retirement does not mean the end
of a career for Dr. Sparks. He plans
to do some speaking and also to
work with the National Association
for the Education of the Disadvantaged. The disadvantaged include tho~e students that are weak
in reading, math and spelling.
Contrary to what some students
may believe, Dr. Sparks has not
tried to run Murray as his own
show. He has made mistakes as any
human does. And he has done more
good for Murray than many men
could ever hope to accomplish. His
own summation of his career may
say it best.
"This university is not the
lengthening shadow of one man. It is
the shadow of many people."

* Rings-

Bulova

*Diamonds-

Art Carved

* Wedding BandS* Watch Bands-

Fancy and Plain

Fine Quality Jewelry

Cooks Jewelry
Slao.Pfll. . tA.•tftr

introduced as Murray's sixth
president in a pre-game ceremony at
tomorrow's football opener in the
new Roy Stewart Stadium,

. TJ:IE FACT THAT it is one of the most enduring elements of this univer
s1ty IS of no consequence. The Murray State Alma Mater will never outsel
Christmas" but its .exist~nce should occasionally be acknowledged
Wh1le the tune has been mdehbly, etched on our minds, the words (ye
p~rts fans, words) have been neglected. Granted, you might not be hum
m~ the tune on ~he way to class but the lyrics do deserve consideration
estdes, they provtde an alternative for those who have trouble whistlin
nd ~alking at the same time. Now these words won't curl the hair in you
ostnls but they are worth a serious moment's thought.
·

"W?ite

Or so we hope.
The NEWS recognizes that there are
alot of good things at Murray State.
There are also alot of things that could
be better. Parking on campus is
deplorable, the price of boob i& almost
out of reach for most students, night·
time actiuitiea in Murray are virtually
nonexistant. More~ You bet there is.
Our problem can be changed if we put
forth some effort. The NEWS is going to
look into these situations and search for
solutions. We are going to report storiu
more relevan.t to the student and we are
going to report them in depth.
This newspaper is not going to try to
do the adminUtration 's or the Student
Government'• job. We muat all work
together if we are going to solve our
problems. And we muat realize tlwt
change, like anythi116 worthwhile, takes
time.
Yes, ch4nge wiU come about thi& year
if that is what you, the ttudent, wanu.
We will ® our part by preaenting you
with the facu. You can do your part by
reacti116 to them.
In otherwords...give a damn.

Geniune Stones

~•trwl

DR. HARRY SPARKS AND DR.
CONSTANTINE CURRIS survey '
the campus during Curris' visit last
month. Dr. Curris will be officially

The times, they are a ·~hanging

ALMA MATER

In the heart of Jackson 's Purchase,
'Neath the sun~ warm glow,
Is the home of Murray S tate,
Finest place we know.
ThoUlJh we leave thy walls foreuer
Many miles go hence,
May our loue for alma mater ·
Only haue commenced.
CHORUS

May we cherish thy traditions,
Hold thy banner high.
E~er guard thy name and glory,
Liue and do or die.

the editors.

,
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Wel~onae ba~k to Murray :
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in casual dining.
Specializing in Pizza, Spaghetti,
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Stick together, users

Pipes puffing away despite puns
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Special Writer

They can be found perched
on the lipe of stern-looking
family ancestors in the
yellowed pages of history texts.
And thanks to repercussions
from the lengthy Senate
Watergate hearings, they have
been aired nationwide.
Pipes, nevertheless, have
been used by countless individuals who enthusiastically
enjoy the sudden scent of a
sulpher match as it ignites a
fine blend of smoking tobacco.
The pipe experience creates
awe in the non-smoker and
envy in the traditional cigar·
cigarette puffing, male ego.
You remember the flrst time
you ever saw a pipe...it could
have been at the corner drug
store when you were just barely
tall enough to see above the
flne woodwork texture of the
counter. And how upset the
salesclerk got when you made
giggly comments about how his
nose was on fire or how he
looked like a tree branch!
It is difficult to explain to a
non-user of the bowl and stem
the advantages of the art which
requires a certain type of individual. No direct scientific investigation has ever linked pipe
smoking to creativity, but an
investigation of users' success
could indeed prove to be a
shock.
Allide from some expected
" Puff the Magic Dragon" jokes

the pipe, boy?" comments from
over eager law enforcement of·
ficials in rural areas, the
majority of today's users are
unbothered by public reaction.
Strangely enough, a pipe
develops nearly the identical
characteristics of the person
who smokes it as the mood and
thoughts of one are reflected by
the size and shape of the puffs
leaving the bowl. Observe the
next five persons whom you see
with a pipe...of course this may
provoke strange or even ob·
scene reactions from some
smoker already tired of being
noticed.
A truly dedicated user
seldom smokes the same instrument except every other
day; however, most puffers
bypass this habit by cleaning
and airing their pipes after
each day's usage where they
will not smell like old rags
ablaze.
The average size of a personal collection is four or less,
although numbers of 10 and
upwards can be found.
One point---a statement by a
national newspaper writer.
"Freshmen get away from
home, many for the first time,
and one of the ways of asser·
ting their independence is to
establish a new habit, pipe
smoking," is not always true.
Many people puff becaURe it appeals to them personally.
If it entices you or someone
close to you, remember that the

pleasure gained. Avoid tl:te
cheapies, either for yourself or

that special male or female
After all, for some it can be
friend.
more than just a pipe dream.

10-speed Lightweight Racer

Save $11.00
Featuring famous 10-speed derailleur
gear system with gear controls on the
stem, safety front and rear hooded caliper
brakes with dual levers, brilliant blue
fTame, reflective rat-trap pedals.

Use Convenient

$79.88

Credit Terms

Regular $90.95

Largest selection of 10-speed bikes!

Western Aut o

quality of both the pipe and

Murray, Ky.

~d~~e~vicnlialclor~n~fu~l~~"Wilh~a~t':s:m::::t:o:ba:~~o.iwlill.idle~te~r~m~i~n~e~th~e. .iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~

Hungry Bear
Pancake and Barbecue House
*BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY*

10:30 AM til 9 PM

Specializing in Pancakes & Omelets

'*' Blueberry
'*'

Apple

.'* Chocolate Chip

*' Sausage & Cheese
'* Ham & Cheese
* Bacon & Cheese

5 different kinds of syrup

*PLATE LUNCHES SERVED DAILY*
Choice of meat & 3 vegetables
*meat loaf

'*

$"

pork tenderloin

weiners & sauerkraut

*ham

*roast beef

Specializing in barbeque, chicken, & large hamburger steaks

.................................................

..--·
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Security ser vice offered fr ee

Bike registration aids owners
By LINDA MURPHY
Feature Editor

Each year more and more
bicycles can be seen on campus.
They can be seen gliding down
the street, chained to a tree, or
cks
t
sitting in one of th e ra
ou side the dorms and classroom

no directions and other11 instruct. you in such a roundabout way, using words like
"injury" and "stitch down''
and you almost feel like you're
going to needh a doctor
d by your
B t
side to get t e job one. u ,
you won't if you remember
these few things:
l. If a tack or nail has
caused your Oat, you won't
have to remove the bike wheel.
Mark with chalk the tire and
rim at point of puncture. By
pressing the valve pin let out
any remaining air in the tube.
2. You have the wheel on the
bike, so just pry one side of the
tire away from the rim where
you marked it. Pull the tube
out of the tire, and mark the
puncture. Now, if you can'tfind
what's causing the hole, you'll
have to remove the wheel with
a wrench and take the whole
tube out. This can be tricky, as
on some bikes only one bolt
comes off completely, while the
other loosens only enough to
allow you to slip the wheel off

the frame. You may want an
experienced person to show you
this.
When you get the wheel and
tire off take the tube and immerse ' it in water; bubbI'mg
signals the spot where air is
escaping. Dry the tire and mark
the puncture.
.
3 Patch kits will contam a
$CI'~per of sandpaper. Take this
and rough up the area of t he
tube around the puncture--if
you don't do this, the patch
won't stick.
4. Decide what size patch you
want the kit will have various
ones.' coat puncture area with
cement the size of the patch.
6. Let that dry five minutes
or until tacky to touch and
press the patch on.
6. Replace the tube in the
tire, then the tire on its rim.
Reinflate the patched tube, put
the wheel back on, tighten bolts
securely and you're merrily on
your way.

buildings.
Unfortunately, owning a
bicycle can sometimes be more
of a problem than one may
think at first. especially if it is
one of the new sleek 10 speeds
that have recently become
popular. Not only is there a
security risk involved, but there
is also the chance of something
breaking down, such as a flat
tire.
In light of the fact that there
are many bicycle owners out
there I'd like to pass on some
information that may prove to
be of some help to you, concerning the security and maintenance of your bicycle.
As some of you may, or may ,;:.:.;~;.;..;.;;.;.;;..;;.;.;;;;;~;..-----------,
not already know, the security
office
has started
the
registration of bicycles on campus. This, according to Orman
Price, director of security, is a
voluntary step on the owners
part. There is not a charge for
this, however you must go to
the office with a description of
your bike, along with the serial ,
number which <'.an usually be
found under the crank hub, on
the fork or the frame. The
security office will give you a
sticker
fileyour
this
in- . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .
formation and
. In caRe
bicycle

Kea ry Caiman

BICYCLES ARE becoming a popular means of transportation
for many students. They can be found in almost any spot, in
everv size, style and color. Bicycle owners may f.nd owning a
bicy~le as great a responsibility as owning a car.

Br 1·ng th 1·8 coupon to
B urger Queen f or:

is stolen the security people
will hnve something t o go by.
.
According to Mr. Price some 75
have registered and it may be
worth your while to do so yourself if you haven't already.
There is also a way to insure
your bicycle through an agency
called National Student Services, Inc. Its coverage is underwritten by the Financial
Fire and Casualty Co. You can
get bicycle insurance policies
from NSSI in amounts that
range from $50 to $200, depending on the value of your bike.
The charge would be from $10
to $30 per year, and it 10 percent deductable.
If you would like more information on this, write to
National
Student
Inc., .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1111!1111_ _ _ _ _ _ _. .
215
W. Fifth
St.,Service
Stillwater,
Okla. 7407 4.
· That's the easy part. The
distressing part is one that
threatens your bicycle every
minute and every bicycle owner
should have an idea of what to
do when a nat tires strikes.
The procedure is rather simple once you learn the steps.
You can buy tire patching kits
at
bicycle or department
stores, and they aren't very expensive. Some of the kits have

IEtluesfionsl lesrning

Center · ·

I
KIND ERGARTEN with 3-4-5
year old c lasses
Approved by State Dept. of Education
ember of National Childhood Education Centers
Stadium View Subdivision off Hwy. 641
753-7962

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$m~~~~~~~~$$$$$

Dollarama
At Roses Means Savings For You!
Starting Monday, Sept. 10 Roses Starts Its
Second Fantastic Dollaram a Sale

?he

W/JJ

Jts.spbel:'ry .
laas icleas

to
//If

llhB.,.e ...-,.

H. /Ire~~ ·

Come Shop Roses And See For Yourself
That A Dollar Still Goes A Long Way
Roses
Central Shopping Center

~~uo$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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MSU Biological Station repom

Barge terminal decision still pending
The final decision on the proposed terminal site could be
proposed barge terminal on aired before the corps made its
Kentucky Lake near the final decision.
Murray State University
The oral and written
Biological Station is now pen· testimonies from the par·
ding with the Corps of ticipants were collected and
Engineers in Washington, ac- evaluated by Colonel Brandeis,
cording to Dr. Harold E.· Corps moderator, and sent on
Eversmeyer, chairman of the to the Corps of Engineers in
department of biologi~l scien- Washington along with Colonel
own
recomces, and Dr. Morgan E. Sisk, Brandeis's
mendation.
station director.
Construction of the terminal
As of this date no decision
was halted last spring by the bas been reached. Dr. EverNashville District U. S. Army smeyer said that he, " ...had exCorps of Engineers when Ken- pected a decision before now
tucky Western Waterland and I do not know what is
requested public hearings so holding them up."
As a representative of the
that the pros and cons of the

Scholarship fund established
in memory of David Sensing
A scholarship fund was
established in June at MSU in
memory of David Erl Sensing,
editor of the University's 1969
yearbook, THE SHIELD, and
a 1971 graduate of the Institution.
A native of Dickson, Tenn.,
Sensing, 25, was one of three
young people killed in an
automobile accident May 25
near Pleasant View, Tenn.
The fund will be known as
the David Erl Sensing
Memorial Scholarship and will
be open to sophomores, juniors
and seniors at MSU majoring
in English, which was Sensing's
major as an undergrllduate.
Sensing was completing additional work at Murray State

in preparation for entering
medical school at the time of
his death.
The scholarship will be awarded annually for one academic
year, according to Billy Joe
Puckett, secretary-treasurer of
the MSU Foundation, which
will administer the Sensing
scholarship funds.
Financial need will be considered, Puckett went on but
will not be "an over-riding' factor." Appli~nts must have and
maintain an a~demic average
of 3.0. A committee composed
of Dr. C. S. Lowry, retired
professor of political science
Or. Guy Battle, chairman of the
department of English, and
Puckett will select winners.

biology department, Dr.
Morgan Si.It objected in his
written statement at the spring
hearings to the proposed barge
terminal on the conditions that
it would be detrimental to the
environment and aesthetically
undesirable. The barges would
also create a safety problem to
the public recreation area
nearby and to Murray students
working in the area.
The controversial barge terminal is a project of Hutson
Chemical Co., a 44-year-old fer-

tilizer firm in Murray. Its
proposed location would be approximately one-half mile
south of the Murray State
Station. The terminal facilities
would be used to load and
unload grain and dry fertilizers, some of which contain
phosphates and potash.
The new one-hRlf million
dollar Biological Station was
completed in the fall of 1972. It
is designed to provide MSU
students and visiting researchers an opportunity for study

in a variety of ecological settings.
"The
Kentucky
Lake
region," according to Dr. Eversmeyer and Dr. Sisk,'' affords
scientists the opportunity to
conduct extensive research on
water quality and plant and
animal life in bodies of water of
this size and type. Also, with
the poesible construction of the
Tombigbee project, research
will be necessary to study the
drastic effects it may have on
the Kentucky Lake area."

Welcome back to MSU

FASHION MART
featuring a complete line of
clothing for men, women, and
boys at low discount prices.

Fashion Mart
808 Chestnut

Dr. Curris
to
Murray State University
Don't miss the grand opening
of the new

Roy Stewart Stadium
and MSU's first game

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Papt
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Sandy Smith named Miss RECC
in state-wide beauty competition
Miss Sandy Kay Smith, Prin· Rity" and was named as the Mr. and Mrs, W. G. Smith of
Route 5, Princeton. At present
ceton, junior, has been named 1973 "Shield Queen."
she is
the new Miss Kentucky Rural Miss Smith is the daughter of
Electric Cooperative. She won
the title at the Rural Electric
Beauty Pageant held August
21-22 in Louisville. Each of the
20 contestants in , the pageant
had previously won local
beauty contests conducted by
their respective rural electric
cooperatives. Sandy represen·
ted Henderson-Union RECC of
Henderson.
As tbe winner of the State
Pageant, Miss Smith will
receive a $500 scholarship and
an expense paid trip to the
National Miss Rural Electrification Beauty Pageant in
San Francisco next February.
She will represent Kentucky in
the National contest.
In addition, Miss Smith will
accompany a group of Ken ·
tucky youth on a trip to the
nation's capital as part of the
annual
Rural
Electric
Washington Youth Tour next
June. She will also participate
in a number of rural electric
and other activities throughout
her yearlong reign as Miss Ken·
tucky Rural Electric.
The winner of the National
MisR Rural Electrification
Pageant will receive a $2,500
scholarship.
Winning Beauty Contests is
nothing new for Miss Smith. In
1972, she won the titles of
"Miij;; Paducah" and "Miss
Lakeland.'' She also came in
SANDY K. SMITH, claimed the Miss Kentucky Rural Electric
third in the contest for the title
of "Miss Murray State Univertitle for 1973-74.

Enc•«•men!JI, ...ddn>«• ond blrthto will be
publioh.d undPf tho r~Jularh· footll..d M'dion
of ..Joyous N•••t~ ." Information, lflduding
,...,.,., hometowno ond ooclal orJonizatlono.
ohould be aubrulu..d by Mondoy hofoft lbe
Fri.U, publication dotr at Hoom 111, Wiaom

Molani• Wlloon (Aiph« Si1rna Alpha).
Wi<'klilfe, to St.n Kelly IAipho Comma Rho\

S.tdwtll ,
Jayee 'lbomu (Alpha Sifmo Alph.l, Dawoon
Sprinp. to Larry Aldftoon (Kappa Alpha\,
Watetford, C<>nn

Halt

ENGAGEMENTS

Ann Thurman (Alpha SICIN' Alpbal, Murray,
Rick Plll'k IAlpho Tau Omer••· O..·elllboro.

Swuon Clem, WQI •·rank fort, Ill , to Oa,·id
~cMochaol.

l'a.lutoh.

Laura "rhubon ( Alpha Cunmn
Loumvtll•~

10

O.bhie ~kh«al (Alpha Gommo O.ltal, 1-.:ureka,
Ill, to Mok<o Ma-oe IKaVJUI AIJ>hal. Wickliffe_

Deltal.

to D1n 8yrnt4, l.(u•i•,·ille.
Katht I. S},.Jlh•rrl i!'iJnlo Alpha Iota), W.
Paducah. in Mit·hat~l ,.JmlttM, Pud\ICah ,

!'Ioney Wlwcoltr, l'nl•on11lolo, I<> Konl W1loon,
l'aduuh.
M11J'iha

Vat~<><ko,

~prin1fl•ld.

Mich•ll• Gruo.rnJn IAipho Sii!DII Alpha),
Union Beaclt, N.J . to .John llumford 1S;,tno
:-;u), Ftonkhn, Ohio

111 . In John

Rl'an cSi«JDA Nul, lln<oln, Ill

Dem- Riordan IK•I'I"' llelto), l"rankfort. to
Mik~ Hamilton IAipho Tou OmeJo), Monon
............
Robln S..bulor (Kappa O.ltao, LoutovUio. loStu
Philtipo ( Alpha Tau Omo,a ~ Ford&viUe

Ltll;. W1laon 1Kappa Dolto l, Ma.)of'~tld. 10 Gtone
Roheru (Aipba Tau Ome&o~ MoyfkJd ,
SaU~ Pmct' IKoppa Odt.o), Madioonville, 1<>
O..aYJW Walro (Aipho Tau Omecal, l.ouitvlllo.

Linda Myatt !Alpha St'""' Alpha), Winco, '"
Larry Beckrr, Homplon !l.•rh, Vo,

Jul~ Ftnn !Alpha ~i(IIIIA Alrhal,

T.u

Ind., t~ Mik• Sh«nnon, ~'1•1 Cily, Mn

Citv,

SU&an l'arm•nJ (1\oppa O..ha), Winchesl.r, 10
Bob llankt·r IS••IIUI l'ltl), Smithtown, N Y

I O.bbi~
rn ..~h·upt IK•w• llollal, Sholtwvollr,
Rob Armbru•t•r !Sian.. l'il, C'huton

Torry

Jobnoonouo IAII'h• Si1m• Al)that ,
MoKeo111e, Tenn ., lo l.oyd l'ortl cSi~~~t~o Phi Ep·

•doni,

Fairdealin~.

Grt'l.thtm Love IAit•t.. l'icma Alj•ha), S\Tarurie,
Ind., to .lr!r lluchto, S>T•<UH, lnd
Nancy Pollard (Aipba Omkton Pi~ Hopkinavilla, to Carey Boncb ll.amdo Chi), Omaho,
Sob.

MARRIAGES
Patri<ia Gwozdz, Hulyuk•. Mua., to J•(f Mar.
deUIIe (Sittm• Nu ), Holvok«, Mo...

to

April C'.aon, P'rlut·oh, tn Mlk•

&nrly Rritnao (Alph« SiJma Alphal, Cook·
vtllt', Tonn t.o Ralph Tt!IR!Iftl' tS~mo Cbil,

Suaan llarrio, RcHtton. to Dnid Courvy, Har·
dill

BIRT HS
Doushtrr, Kolly Morie, born ,Juh· 1~.to Mr an•l
Mno Gary Reao, F.hzat...Jltlnwn ,

the
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finest handcrafted leather goods
·"

~
handmade silver jewelry

tues.- sat. 9 til 6
- ~ -~

mon.
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sun .
closed

12 til 6
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highway 68 west at barkley Iake bridge
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New semester, new actzvztzes, new pledges
Wh"n it rna)· bl neoc:....~ to inr9tU\ Mf'mben
of an or,:anizaUun vr I "*llnl Of llp«ilil t"Yent.
f'r the t·•mJlld n! •n OJ)fln f!Yf!nl t~f'(IMOrNi by
your urr onl..tl<•n, the N~:ws will bo «lad lo
pnnl tome, plate, '"'r""""
lh~ m..
ond ...
forth . N•w• f<u tho rtJula rlv a<·h..duled
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AGRICULTURE CLUB
Gary Holland, president of
MSU Agriculture Club is sponsoring a Hamburger Fry, Sept.
19, 6 p.m. at A. Carman
Livestock Pavillion for all
agriculture students or anyone
interested in the Agriculture
Club.
The Agriculture Club officers
for this year are: Gary Holland,
Kuttawa, president; James
Joyce ,
Prin<:eton ,
vicepresident; Beth Schuler, Sandusky, Ohio, secretary; Sherril
'fanner, Livermore, treasurer;
Cheryl Smith, Bed minister,
N.J . reporter; and John McCor·
mick, Princeton, refreshment
chairman.
The Agriculture Club will
meet at 7:00p.m. on the second
Wednesday of every month in
the Agriculture Building.
The Agriculture Club adviser
is Dr. Robert Macha.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
The brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha will sponsor their first
annual Watermelon Bust, Sept.
14 at 3:30 p.m. in Cutchin
Stadium. All sororities and
girls dorms will be competing
in various events. fee-cold
watermelon will be served free
of charge. A Watermelon Bust
Street Dance will be held from
8-11 p.m. in the fraternity
parking lot. The entire campus
is invited.

KAPPA DELTA
During rush week, Kappa
Delta was visited by Susan

Montgomery,
national
collegiate advisor. On Aur(. 28,
Kappa Delta held its First
Degree ceremony for 12 new
pledges. They are Robin Allen,
Grand Rivers; Rachael Baar,
Regina Lovett, and Debi Shinners, Murray; Mimi Bell,
Jackson, Tenn.; Holly Cloar,
Cincinatti, Ohio; Deb Dunston,
Dyersburg, Tenn.; Joy Fanning,
Winchester; Sandy Graff,
Louisville; Karen Kane, Salem,
Ill. ; Norma Turnipseed,
Bowling Green; and Betty
Veatch, Clinton .
Delta Iota welcomes Cindy
Ernst, a transfer pledge from
Kentucky Wesleyan College in
Owensboro.
On August 29, a Big SisLittle Sis Candlelight was held
for the new pledges.

SI GMA NU
The brothers of Sigma Nu
will have a card party
tomorrow night at 7 p.m.
Tomorrow there will be a
pancake breakfast at the house
from 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
There will also be a hairy buffalo party at the house at 6 p.m.
Following this everyone will go
to the game.
Sunday Theta Delta chapter
will have a hot dog feast at the
house for rushees, brothen1,
and dates at 5 p.m.

ALP HA Pffi OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
is having their Fall Smoker
tonight at Blood River.
Everyone is to meet in back of
Wells Hall at 6:30 p.m.

ALPHA DELTA PI
The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
social sorority have taken 15
pledges. They a re Glenda Bradford, McKenzie, Tenn.; Carol
Cagle and Marilee Schalk,
Owensboro; Amy Clark, Paris,
Tenn.; Pat Flynn, Vicki
Masden and Pam Raque,
Louisville;
Meg Munter, New Orleans,
La.; Cindy Hait, Harrisburg,
Ill.; Eva Lantrip, Caruthersville, Mo.; Monte Lutz and
Lisa Mooney, Madisonville;
Cindy Small, Mt. Cannel, Ill.;
Sandy Summers, Middletown;

toremille
SaviDf18!!!!1
Sample Cut Double Knits
Regularly 2.98 yd .
Now
1.88 yd.
Brushed Demin Solids
Regularly 2.29 yd.
Now
1. 79 yd.
Fall Puckery
Regularly 5.49 yd.

Now

3.88 yd.

No-Wale Corduroy
Regularly 2.29 yd.

Now

1.98 yd.

Monique Fabrics
Central Shopping Center
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and Liz York, Hopkinaville.
On August 25, new pledges
were entertained with a pizza
party at Pagliai's Pizza. Earlier
this summer, Beth Gar rison,
Alpha Delta Pi president, attended the 1973 Convention in
Atlanta, Ga. Epsilon Omicron
Chapter was awarded the
Diamond Four Point Chapter
Award, plus awards in
progressive leadership, par ticipation in school activities
and improvement in scholastic
leadership.

SILVER STARS
The Silver Stars co-ed drill
team, have elected officers for
the 1973-74 school year. They
are: Donna Finch, Paducah,
commanding officer; Janet Carden, Lewisport, executive officer; Kathi Jones, Paducah,
officer;
Beverly
supply
Garrard, Paducah, publicity officer; Alfreda Cates, Madisonville, treasurer; Dana Belknap,
Fort Mitchell, pledge mistress;

Toni Butterworth, Camden, Shirley Thompson, Princeton:
Tenn., pledge mistress.
Cindy Clapp, Symsonia; Pattie
Regarding pledges the Silver Fitzhugh, Lisa McKnight,
Stars a re now accepting young Owensboro; Martha Spalding,
ladies who are interested in Litchfield, Ill.
Saturday, Sept. 8 the Alpha
becoming a member of the
Silver Stars. Contact Toni But- Omega spring pledge class was
terwor th, 767-3363 or Dana initiated. New active sisters
Belknap, 767-3884. The Silver are : Sandy . Westerman,
Stars will have a Slave Day Metropolis;
Rita
Kane,
tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 Wickliffe; Mary Ann Beshear,
p.m. Contact Donna Finch, Dawson Springs; Paula Wurm,
Woods Hall, 767-2682.
Elizabethtown; Connie Lamplio, Lawes.
Following the ceremony, a
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
dinner was held during which
Beta Nu chapter of Alpha the following awards were
Sigma Alpha welcomes it's fall given: Rita Kane, ideal pledge;
pledge class. The Beta Alpha Mary Ann Beshear, high
members are; Beth Cagle, scholan1hip; Sandy Westerman,
Katina Smith, Eldorado, Ill.;
(Con tinued on page 11)
Debbie Sowell, Hickman;
Renee Bristow, St. Louis ;
Susan -Harralson, Mortons•
Gap; Kathy Sutterer, Sparta,
Ill. ;
Marty
Johnson.
Metropolis, Ill.; Rose Sizemore,
Janice Sullivan, Madisonville; •
Holland Drugs
Janet King, Hardinsburg ;
· Julianna Townsend, C lay; 1
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scrapbook; Vickie Stayton,
Mary Ann Beahear, Big Sister-Little Sister Scholarship; Sarah
Cain, ideal active; Debbie
Smith, chicken active.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Twelve pledges were recently
installed to Alpha Chi chapter
of Sigma Sipna Sigma after
formal rush. They include:
Sherry Butler, Lone Oa k;
Kare n Demuth, Louisville ;
Pam Fleming, Pam Stevens,
Paducah; Ann Irwin, Murray;
Reita Ladd, Vickie Mann, Debbie Noel, Hopkinsville; Kathy
Morehead, Owensboro; Kathy
Thompson, Benton; Cheryl
Schlouaser, El Paso, Tens.
Vikki Seay, Paducah, installed
in the Sprin1. will be a member
of the fall pledp class.
The pled1e claaa held their
first meeting last week. and
Cinda Clarkson, vice-president
and pledge trainer, announced
the clus officers: Ann Irwin,
president; Pam Stevens, vicepresident;
Reita
Ladd ,
secretary;
Vicki
Mann,
treasurer; Vikki Seay, rush
chairman; Beth Baxter, co-rush
chairman; Pam Fleming, song
leader.
The Alpha Chi chapter is
also pleased to announce the
formal initiation of two
pledges. Jeri Peters, Belmar,
New Jersey, and Betsy Jo
Powell, H opkinsville, were
initiated on Sunday, Aug. 26.

to the football pme. Saturday
at 4:30 p.m. Drees for both oc·
casiona will be c:uual, all
rushees and their I\HIIIt8 are
cordially invited.
The remodeling of the boue
is nearin1 coapletion. The
brothers have put many atra
hours on the COIIlpletion and
extend an invitation to
everyone to visit whenever they
wish.

and Tllunlay m,bt in ibe
dorm a the aew pt.- aad
col......

AJJ-IIA KAPPA PSI
Alpha . . . . Pit wD1 hold
. . open houatoae,, 10 .... tQ
4 p.m. at 1002 Olive. '!'hey Will
a1lo hold a 8uilker HiD daD4!8
at 7 p.m. Eveeyone Is invited.

PI PHI DELTA

PHI DELTA UPPA

Pi Phi Delta is an Oral Interpretation
Society for outstanding students in the field of
interpretation.
The
organization is young and we
want to grow. In order to p-ow
we need new members. If you
would like more information
about our organization see Mrs.
Ruby Krider or Mn. Polly
Zanetta on the third floor of
Wilson Hall.
Pi Phi Delta held their rmt
meeting Sept. 6. We discusaed
up coming events in November.
The Interpretation festival and
the first Readers Theatre,
"Flowers for Alginon." Tryouts
for Readers Theatre will be in
early October. Everyone ia invited to tryout.

The School of Education
reports that ita fraternity, Phi
Delta Kappa, will have its
meetin1 this year in the
Thoroulhbred Tea Room except in cue where speeial
programs are to be held
elaewbere, in which case memben will be notified.
The meeting dates for this
cominc year are aa follows; Oct.
16, Nov. 27, Jan. 15, Feb. 26,
March 26, April 16, June 25,
and July 9.

ALPHA OMICRON PI

After formal Rush Week
Alpha Omicron Pi took 15
pledges. They are: Carol Brandon, Cathy Christopher, Jamie
Frank. Karen Kennedy, Gaye
Miller, Nancy Spann, Julie
Whitford, Wendy Williams,
Murray; Kathy Blanchard,
KAPPA ALPHA
Aurora; Dawn Harrison ,
Ripley, Tenn.; Kym Johnson,
The brothers of Kappa Alpha Symponia; Vicki Pat Lamb,
Order will hold a dance tonight Hazel; Shanen Travis, Marion;
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in their Susi Wells, Metropolis, Ill.;
new recreat ion room. Also, a Gayle Yeargain, Jane, Mo.
Parties were held Wednesday
cocktail party will be held prior

Auditions September 19
for'The Ugly Duckling'
Auditions for "The Ully
t::Ncklinc." this year' • University Theatre Toutinl Show will
be held Wednelday, Sept. 19,
aecardiDI to Randy PoweU.
ldudent director ot the Productien. Four aen and three
w~ will be selected for

parts.

~)

TII!)!

~. j

.

The abow will tour Oct. 2130. The final nitb~• per-

formance wiU be on the MSU
campua.
Scripta are available in the
room at the MSU
Ubrary. Auditiona wW be at 4
p.m. in the University Theatre.
reMrVe
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CAMPUS SPECIAL
Pricea Good Thursday Only
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GAMMA BETA PHI
The MSU chapter of the
Gamma Beta Phi Society will
hold ita fall aemester
organizational meeting on
Wednesday, Sept. 19 at 7:30
p.m. in Room 100 in Faculty
Hall.
The Gamma Beta Phi
Society is a service-leadership
orpnizatioo. Membership shall
be • n to students in institutions of hither "learning
who measure up to the national
standards of worthy character,
good mentality, creditable
a chieveme nt,
and
commendable attitude.
Students who were members
of high school Beta Club& or
National Honor Societiee are
encouraged to attend the

. A special welcome to all University students
Choose from a regular dinner or all you can eat
All sea foods & varied menu are prepared fresh
in our kitchen
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formal or awimwear. Tomorrow
night the brothers are haviq a
pretuner at the house at 6 p.m.
and a dance at Cherokee Annex
from 9 to 1 p.m. Dress will be
Murray colors or shirts.
Sunday, Sigma Phi Epsilon is
holding a Little Sister tea at 2
p.m. Guests will be invited by
brothers, and dreea will be
semi-formal. Sept. 18 there will
be a smoker at the house. Drees
will be coat and tie, with guests
being invited by written in-

Jill Graham, Madisonville;
Aria Meier, Carrier Mills, Ill.;
Anita Arwood, Halls, Tenn.
Gamma Xi Chapter of Alpha
Gam also has six new initiates:
Margaret Ann Jones, Bowling
Green; Sheila Combe, Jenkins;
Dua Cope, Susie Comt., Benton; lAilb Jeffrey, Fulton; Liz
Chambers, West Paducah.

meeting. However, a special in·
vitation is extended to anyone··
new
freshman,
transfer
students, any MSU student··
who feels he meets the
qualifications and strives for
high ideals for himself, for his
school and community, and for
MARKETING
his fellow men. Anyone in·
ASSOCIATION
terested in the Gamma Beta
Phi Society who cannot attend
The American Markethig
this meeting should contact
Aasociation Student Chapter
will hold ita fmt annual softDonna DeLabar, president at vitation.
767-4111 or faculty advisor, Dr. ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ball game-watermelon feast on
Rose in the political science
Alph a
Gamma
Delta Thunday, Sept. 20 startiq at
department.
received 13 new pledges during 3:30 p.m. or anytime you can
formal rush this fall. They are: come to the City Park Pony
PSI CHI
Becky Milne, Dana Radford, Leape field. We will cut the
The members of Psi Chi will Jane Hutchins, Hopkinsville; watermelon at 6:30. Anyone in·
have a meeting at 6 p.m., Sept. Donna Geurin, Booneville, terested in marketin g or
20 in Room 231 of Wells Hall. Ind.; Cathy Creason, Ph yl buaineaa is urged to come out
All active members are strongly Flatt, Benton; Sarah Calhoun, with or without a date and
urged to attend.
Murray; Liz Treadway, Bar- share in the fun and fellowship
ALPHA GAMMA RHO
bourville; Darcy Stallings, that this event can bring. It is a
Kathy Flynn, Evansville; Ind.; great chance to meet the faculty
Following the opening game
Clip~ Redeem
in the new Roy Stewart
Stadium the brothers of Alpha
Gamma Rho will have a dance
at their fraternity house on
Coldwater Road. The dance
will feature the group "Ironfor
stone". All rushees are invited.
The brothers have also elecBuy one & get one
ted Greg Adlich, Benton as
pledge trainer for the fall
with
coupon
semester.

and their families and fellow
students. Drop by the
marketing department on the
fourth floor of the Business
Bldg. and let us know you are
coming.
The AMASC has exciting
and interestiq plans for the
new year such aa field trips,
research projects, speakers,
from large corporations, and
pamplet desicning. It is a
chance to receive experience
and insight to the marketing
world not fou nd in a textbook
or cl888room.
If rained-out, the fun will
take place at the same time on
Tuesday, Sept. 25.
The new officers for the
1973-74 school year are; Mrs.
Marilynn Rowland, Louisville,
president; Don Standford, St.
Charles, vice-presid en t; and
Diane Staley, Paducah.
secretary. Don't hesitate to call
on them or the AMASC ad-

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

~

80 t

FREE

Says

redeemable at Murray A Maytleld

BURGER CHEF

j

Officers for the coming year
and a Homecoming Queen will
be selected at the next meeting
of the International Student
Association, according to
Walter Bumphua. The meeting
is scheduled for 7 p.m. Wednesday in meeting Room 1 of
the Student Union Bldg.
Bumph us
added
that
delegates will be chosen to attend the United Nations Day
celebration in Frankfort on
Oct. 24. A total of 28 countries
are represented by MSU' s international students.
Bumphua, first full-time adviser to international students
and minority groups, is located
in Richmond Hall, but will be
officed in Ordway Hall when it
opens Oct. 1.

- H1Mk

--------

Ce~~~e,.

CONGRATULATIONS

(Explrea Sept. 20)

This
afternoon and
tonight there will be a "Dog 'n
Suds" party at the lake with
the fraternity supplying refreshments and food . Brothers and
guests will meet at the house at
6 p.m. and dre88 will be in·

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

----- Clauek's

COUPON SPECIAL

2 SUPER SHEF'S

visor, Dr. Bill Platzer, if you
have any questions.

To

Dr. Constantine Curris
1411 West Main

-t'
- -----

Nifty new ways to get the real you together: delicious
oatmeal separates. Self-starting separates. fashion powered
and eager to cope with the first crisp. invigorating days
of autumn. Subtle. Sophisticated in oatmeal shaded
wool-nylon zinged with autumn-bright touches.
The collection, sizes 5-15; sweaters. 34-40.

Rack Dresses & Lingerie
1/4 OFF

1 Rack Jeans & Jackets
1/4 OFF

Lots of merchand ise to
choose from

Come In and Layaway or use
your Bank Am ericard
Open 8-5
Custom er P arking In Rear

Campus Casual
L ocate d

A c ro ss

from

Ad ministration Bldg.

753-3682
---- --
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Goose Creek Symphony
offers down-home music
By BARBARA HOLDEN
Special Writer

If you like that down-home
kind of music, thAt music that
takes you back home into the
sweet clean smell of country air
and the bun of crickets in the
tall gruss, then you'll like the
Goo!le Creek Symphony.
The group takes their name
from a small quiet place in
11outhern Kentucky where Hitchic Hart hails from . Ritchie iR
the originator of the Goose
Creek Symphony, and Goose
Creek is what their music is all
about. It's a feeling more than
a music. It's a feeling of corn
growing high, it's the feeling of

clean fresh country air, it's the
feeling you have after a hard
day's work in the field and settlin' down to a night of good
country square dancin' and
foot stompin' music. Jt's the
feeling of a place that a lot of
people today are looking for.
It's a feeling of bat-des. Simple,
unpretentious, and hon'est.
'The gruup got together,
strangely enough, in Ph(lenix,
Arizona. They just sort of
realized that they were alll!earching after that same good
country feeling and so they put
their talents together and made
the Goose Creek Symphony.
And that togetherness is what

GOOSE CREEK SYMP HONY displays the
down-home look to m atch their down-home
sound. Goose Creek will appear with Lobo at

Micky McGee is the d rummer
for Goose Creek.
Bob Henke, another figure in
the group, plays piano, organ
guitar and jews harp.
Oh yes, there's apother very
important member in the group
.. Beau ty. Beauty is a blue tic
hound. She somet imes gets
right u p on .s tage and joins in
the good fee lings that the

makes them so good.
A long with R itchie H art,
there's Fred Weisz who plays
fiddle, banjo, guitar and bass.
Then there'N Doug Haywood
who plays clarinet , guitar , m andolin and of course he sings as
well .
Another member of the group
is Paul Howard and he plays
guitar, bass and the dobro.

KENT LA VOlE, better known as Lobo, is the featured artist
the firs t Student Organization sponsored concert nf the year.
StunPnt tickets will be $2.50 with general admission sE>l at
$ ...

the MSU Fieldhouse at 8 p.m., Thurs., Sept.
27.
Goose Creek Symphony gives
out.
Also appeari ng with Goose
Creek is Lobo. Lobo (his real
name is Kent La Voie) is a
you ng ma n in touch with his
feelings. H is songs are a bout
end ings a nd beginnings, and
a b out lovi n g and li k ing.
T hey're honest songs, and bold,
both musically and lyrically.

A
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Strange fruit

Zorba the Greek

By JOHN ERARDI

It could turn out to be quite
a show at Roy Stewart Stadium
tomonow night when the new
complex is dedicated as Murray
opens its football season
against Western Carolina.
There will be all types of
festivals--fireworks,
hot-air
balloons, American flags, the
whole bit.
I'm proud to be a part of it.
Our new president, Deno
Curris, approached the right
man yesterday when he asked
me to "put a little life into the
party."
Thank you Deno, and hold
onto your hat because what I
have planned even Zorba The
Greek couldn't top.
For openers, I've arranged
with the athletic office to treat
all male student ticket holders
as eligible for a pre-game raffle.
The lucky stub holder will win
my '68 Oldsmobile Delmont 88,
complete with surfboard and
ski rack, boat and trailer hitch,
and my girlfriend from the
summer--none of which I can
any longer afford.

The winner will be given a
complimentary set of jumper
cables and then be towed
around the tartan track by the
marching band at halftime. If
enough speed can be generated,
Board of Regents member
Harry Lee Waterfield, and
student body . p_resident Dave
Curtis, have consented to tie
two ropes onto the trailer hitch
and roller-skate behind the car.
Mr. Curris will draw the winner just before he sings the
national anthem, accompanied
by former MSU president
Harry Sparks on drums and
head football coach Bill
Furgerson on harmonica.
Lest the female ticket holders
feel left out, our new president,
a 32-year-old bachelor, has offered to hold a raffle for the
finer sex, with the winner spending the following day sorting
underwear and dusting coffee
tables at Oakhurst.
And that ain't all folks.
During
the
half-time
festivities the entire MSU administration will parachute

from 60,000 feet down onto the
50-yard line, led by vice
president of academic affairs,
William Read, and vice
preRident of administrative affairs, Thomas Hogancamp.
Dressed in blue leotards with
gold letters on their backs. the
staff-if they jump according to
instruction and no one chickens
out-will spell out the words
"MSU--Now More Than Ever"
as they fall from the sky.
The college's security patrol
has offered their services and
will be staked out along the
perimeter of Roy Stewart
Stadium and Kentucky Lake to
pluck from the air any errant
parachuters.
The
administration member who
lands closest to the so.yard
atrlpe will be given a commemorative plague symbolic of
MSU's golden anniversary and
a year's supply of Tom's pizza.
Vendors
will
move
throughout the student section
during the first half passing out
rotten tomatoes and raw eggs
for those who wish to get a lit-

tle practice in against the perI've also arranged for the
former-of-their-choice during Cotton Club to remain open
half-time. Please wait until the from immediately after the
fl.l'st half ends before opening final gun until the last person
fl.l'e.
leaves. Deno and I will be tenAfter the second half ends ding bar, so beer is free and so
and the final score reads is admission to the dance floor.
Murray State-50, Western Come stag or drag, but rememCarolina·O, the lights will be ber, this may be your last
left on and the new astro-turfed chance to tip a Schlitz with the
gridiron will be declared open new president, and the adfor student use.
ministration and faculty,· so
Moonlight
frisbees, don't miss it.
The way I've got it figured, it
flourescent footballs and
orange kicking tees have been only took five years to build the
donated by athletic director, new stadium, so with any luck
Cal Luther, who also won the at all, the damages done to the
"Pick-A-Theme Contest" with complex by students tomorrow
his offering of "Don't Fight the night should be repaired
quickly, and the reconstructed
Feeling."
Cal also suggested that the stadium ready again for use
Murray maintenance team sometime in 1980.
traverse the parking lots during
At any rate, 1t promises to be
game time, pasting onto
student cars bumper stickers a great night, a great football
reading: "Munay--Love It or season and a great kickoff to
anolher wonderful 50 years.
Leave It."

IFLEA MARREJrl
Public .. rvl<-. announctn>~nuo o( intere•t to
lh• campus and community '11/lll be a<t.'t'pted for
th~ Flea Market without charge. 'The NEWS
reservee the right to ed11 or omit any In·
formatlnn, but evtry effort will be. mad• It) prinl
•II ado of in1erc•t tn the t•arnpta ond com-

munity.
No advertiilng con bO) at'<:tpl<d Cor •h~ t't~a
Mork•l from o repr•~ntalive of any hu•in ... ,
lnform8li<>n. includtnJ name. add""'" and
pbone number abould be 1111bm!ltad on lhe
Mond1y befor• the Prirlay publicalton dale,
R""m Il l, Willian Hall

POR SALE· Maanavox AM PM tur ruor/ampJili.,r, ll·i••~k Maanovo• cartridJ• l.ai»
p)&)W, 2 Ma&I1&VO• book•Jwlf •P<'ak....., 2
C'larlcon noor tpeakers. IUld M&Jn4V<'X h••d·
phono. prked low. Call 753·.~307.

FOR SALE: Man'o 21!-jewtl !ielko wrist watch,
oliver with blue face, automatic rial~ included,
$140 wh•n new. Call 4818 or Vl•Jt Ruom i l9 in

!fa:rt.
FOR SA.!. E: ~·onder •up<>r·••• rwerb amplifier,
••• len·mch ap<>akeu, hardly ulled $275 off
onginal price AI..,, .av•utment.-afze refri~ratur
fteo!'ltr in eood *'>ape an.t de•n. $~0. Call 7&3 ·

11M2.

.

FOR SALE Big, UJIY wooden book<•"" wit.lt
•lidiog dool'll, 112, 'l'wenty•volume 11('1 Encyclopedia of Pholo!!rapby, $45. Aluminum
tripod. S6 Hug•trum and Git..on guit.a"'
t•hone 753-5307 for prlct
FOR SALE: Golt balls, ptrfect Cor pradico.
Some aood for play. Call 762-H68 durin~ day.

RJDES & RIDERS
NEED RIDE. Would like to gtt In car pool.
Call 224·2391 in &nW.na

POR SALfJ: RCA porl••hle •l•re<>, $'10 or j,.,.. l
f\Ckr C'nll jl;? . jl r•~
f'OR ~ALE . Baby's •winMIIWiter •wine: car
M".tU; walktr; whilr !urr.v t(•at. tin· 1ft mu,; whitt!
boots, size ~: dr"""lna table, AI ..,, •m•ll black
1nd white TV Call 767-4796

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY: Ulled 26·in. bicycle, boyo
or Jirlt Phone 7S3-SH7 after 5 p.m
WANTED. Swimming coa<lwl needoo for btlb

""~ool ~nd youth age •roup compehfive owlm-

POR ilALE: 1960 t' nrd Falron, $00 Call 7f>:t.
711il4 after 4:30 p.m
FOR SALE: Golf elubtt. "duCf•r'o ..,,, .. $15.
Wei11hl.o. partial ~el, 70 U..., $10. Ca.ll 763·01119

mmg """'""""· 'ThO. it. oalarltd p<Joition c.. ntacl Or. Jack B$ker, P E. Dept., 762-62115_

POR. SALE: 1971 f'lvmoulh Slltellll., SebrinJ.
Good condition , Call 762-4376

LOST &FOUND

FOR SALE: 20 Ft. lon1 ..u bont. Motor in eluded . F'~ur bunka, head, n1nning lighl:l, and
•ink , Can lw """" ot Ken Lake Marina. CAll
7~3·5497 after 5 p.m

FOUND: 1972 women'• cia• rinc. C<lnvaa
duf(el bag, o brief ~.... and an id•nLlfkation
bracelet. ldmtify md claim In Room ~6a,
Educ:Alion Bide.

BABYSITTING: Studrnl mnlh•r w•nla tn
beb-;wit for children of otudenl mother, Hou,..
and ch&r1eo can be aM'anged bv callinR 7&39921 nr 763,3074 .

FOR SALE

SERVICES RENDERED

WILL BABYSIT f'rldayw and S.tunla}'ll for
$.50 on hour. Call 753.8283.

Welcome Murray Students

****************

Hi-Burger Inn

*·* **************
Specialize

.

Plate Lunches

m

$1.45

Hot-Pit Barbeque
Under New Management

413

s.

4th

Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-9151

Great Look In Fashion
They're all around you this season,
these lovely BROGUES by Bass.
And no wonder! The look is fresh
and new. The colors say Fall. And
the styling is Bass ... all th e way!

-n.
an't
1\~

SNOE STOltE

Pqe 11

Murray State Newe

Board

approve~

Sept. 14, 1171

motion

Ekction schedukd Sept. 25;
pick up petitions Tuesday

Survey taken on vet school need
A survey is being conducted
by the Council of Higher
Education to determine the
need for a school of veterinary
medicine at Murray State
University. Dr. Micheal
Gridone, a former faculty member of Murray State, is chairman of the committee.
The Murray State Board of
Regents have already voted to
establish the school. Before the
new school can be adopted the
Council of Higher Education
must .recommend it to the
governor, who then must
present it to the Kentucky
Legislature for approval.
The proposed facility would,
if adopted, increase the student
enrollment by approximately
500. An additional 100 faculty
members wou ld be added,
while staff workers would be
increased by approximately
200.
The school would be financed jointly by the state and
federal governments, according
to Dr. William N. Cherry the
of
the
ne w
chairman
agriculture depa rtment. Dr.
Cherry stated that, "A school of
veterinary medicine would put
Murray State on the map."
There are already several
different organizations lobbying for the proposed
veterinary school, yet no further action can be taken until
t he Cou ncil of H igher
E ducation reaches a conclusion.
At the present time there is
no other school of veterinary
medicine located in this area.
Murray Stat e ha s ample

housing, laboratory facilities,
portun ity to receive an
and land which would be education in veterinary
needed for possible expansion, medicine.
according to the Pennyrile Area At the present time t h e
Development committee. The proposed school is still under
committee also stated in study by the Council of Higher
resolutions that ie paased in Education. h is not known
favor of the school, that only when the study will be coBt
one out of 'every five qualified eluded.
..,
Kentuckians have the op- ,

The president-elect and the

Petitions for candidacy for

all freshman officers, president, representatives with the highest
vice-president,
treasurer, vote total will also serve on the

I

secretary, and four student
representatives, must be piCked
up Tuesday, Sept. 18, at 6 p.m.
in meeting rooms 3 and 4 of the
Student Union Bldg.
The petitions must then be
iipect by 50" fieshinaD and
returned to meeting rooms 3
and 4 of-the SUB on Thuraday,
Sept. 20, at 6 p.m.

Student Activities Board and
Student Senate.
Other vacated offices to be
filled are the 11ophomore
presidency, a senior
repre
aentauve,
and three
tradullte
representatives .
Petltiona may be picked up at
the same time and place as for
the er.hman.

rut Print Copy Center
!FORMERLY VALENTIN E PR I NTING)

A DIV.ION OP WtNCHUTIR "'wntiG .RVICU. INC.

WHILE·YOU.WAIT
PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

KWIK-PIK
MARKET

1 TO 1.-

COPIES
Ollly.

7 AM-2 AM
Home of Fast, Easy Service
PHONE 753-0848

..
504-8 MAIN ST REET - PH()fiiE 71J-4H2
MURRAY, KE.N TUC K Y 4207 1

5 Points

IStarts Wed.for

7 Days

I
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JUNIORS f\IOr FOR SALE!

SIMIIIIWARD

HITLER:

THE LAST TIN DAYS
liD
~

· -MMWIIII'PIIIIIIUmll
A-IIIYIWI-1'111111
DICIILIIR·A-I'I:TUIII

ff t
i

"

He's been
ripped-off
by promoters,
chased by cops
and hustled
by champfollowers.
He's been up.
He's been down.
But he's still a
dude winning his

own way~

These days
Think Three
ae~utlful

Mr. and Mrs. bridal sets
• • • a brilliant perfect Keepsake
diamond eneaeement rlnl with
matchlne wedd l na rl nes. Muter·
crafted and fully auaranteed.
WED

VOYA GE • 000 TO 000
II I N O 00.00
NAN 'S 00 00

W HE.L.A N 1 000 T O 000
MAN ' S 00 00

W IO AIN O 00 00

AZTEC 1 000 TO 000
W [ D , Ill N O 00 00
"'A N S 00 00

FUR CH ES
JEWEL R Y

that makes you

some kind
of a hero.

1

"""

They'd never forget
the dq he drifted iftto town.

•ORLD'S
AND F-ST CHAIN OF P

Phone
753-0910

RING DAYS
John Roberts
Ring, IJJe.

OJtclft
Now!
9 a.m.

to
3 p.m.

,...,.., Slete 8tud•W Cltealt~~

RooM

.,... l8
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550 Grants Available

!Calendar of ·Eventsf

for Murray Scholars
"Our first recipient of a
Fulbright-Hays scholarship,
Robert Johnson, received a
grant from the Institute of International Education last
year," said Dean Norman 0.
Lane. He feels that more of
MSU's scholars could receive
similar grants.
Available are 550 awards to
46 countries covering almost all
fields of study. Several

American republics, the Near
ween nations through student
East and the Far East are
exchange programs. The supervising of grants made possible
possible study locationa.
Applications are available
by private donors, foreign
from Norman 0. Lane,
governments and universities,
as well as U.S. government
Fulbright Program Adviser,
Room 305, Administration
grants under the FulbrightHays Act (1961) is part of the
Bldg., Murray. Dean Lane's offlee mdq ree4ive the apfi£"11 function.
plication' bY 0~ 10.
Etipoility for the 1974·75
Formed iii r l919, the UE
gants requires the student be
1
in• at least his sixth semester,
works tbr understaftdintt l)et.
and have a bachelor's degree
by the time the grant goes into
effect.

Lubachko writes
historical survey

TODAY
Lambda Chi Alpha watermelon bust, Cutchin Stadium, 3:30
p.m.; dance and crowning of Miss Watermelon Bust, 8-11 p.m.
Student Government sponiiOJ'ed movie, "Summer of '<42,"
University School Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 11
Racer footba ll, MStJ vs. Western Carolina, Roy Stewart
,
Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
Silver Stars slav~ day, 10 a.m. • <4 p.m., call 767-2682.
l

MONDAY, SEPT. 1'7

Last date to apply for December, 1973, graduation.
Women's Society Fall Potluck, SUB Ballroom, 6:30 p.m.

********************************1'
~Welcome
Murray State

The University Press of Ken·
tucky, publishers of the book,
nominated the history profe88or
for the Herbert Baxter Adams
Prize and the George Louis
Beer Prize.
Dr. Lubacbko, who has been
with MSU's faculty since 1963,
was born in Beloru88ia and
received his BA from the
Pedagogical Institute in the
U.S.S.R.
The professor received his
MA a nd PhD degrees from Indiana University.
Beloru•sla Under Soviet
Ru le was two years in the
writing. It contains 17 graphs
and eight maps. It is the first
historical/political survey of
Dr. Ivan Lubachko' first Belorussia (White Ru88ia) writbook, Belorussia Under ten in English.
Soviet Rule, 1917··1967, has He is currently gathering .i n·
been nominated for two prizes formation for his next book
to be awarded later this year by which is to be concerned with
the American Historical the educational system in the
U.S.S.R.
Association.

Faculty and Students

-ft

I

Memorial Baptist Church

w

Main ar Tciuh

*sd
.. u·
*
-(t
UD ay Shi
C 00 9:40 a.m. TraiDing
nion 6:30 p.m .-it

**

.Worship

Worship to:so a.m.

7:30p.m.

£
Revival Services- September 16-23
+t
Dr. T. A. Thacker, Evangelist
~

For Free Transportation or Information Dial 753-5750

Come Swing at

New Merchandise Aniving Daily
• Handstitched Tops from Turkey and India
• Beaded Curtains

* Grass Mats for Walls
* Imported Jewelry

*

il Incense and Incense Holders

* Stainless Cutlery

* Beeswax Candles Hand-dipped

Mikasa

* Table Pottery

*Posters

* Beverage Napkins

• Mobiles

&

*Georges Briard Glassware

*Fishnet

* Lamp Shades

t
t

t

~·····••******~······••**********~
,

·.

t*

813 Coldwater Road
Near 5 Points

Pate lt

MWTay State New1

Sept. 1-4, lt7S

KACA will lwld annual meet
at Kenlake , Sept. 20 -22

Opening Oct. 18

Theatre schedule set
Robert E . .Johnson, chairman
of the drama department, has
announced the schedule of up·
coming productions for the
1973-74 season. "An Italian
Straw Hat", a 19th century
French farce, will be the department's first production and
will run October 18-20.
"The Ugly Duckling", and
entirely
student-produced
touring show will be oo campus
October 30.

A children's theatre production of ''The Great Cr088 Country Race" will be presented
November 29,30, and December
1.

The drama department will
also host the Smithstonian
Puppet Show production, of
''The Marvelous Land of Oz"
on February 22 .
In a more serious vein is
''The Night Thoreau Spent in
,Jail", which is based on factual

History department
course traces religion
in the United States
An introductory history teaching the class, he em·
course tracing organized phasized that the approach is
religion throughout America historical
and
nonbas been initiated thiR fall by denominational, beginning in
the history department.
the colonia l per iod and
Thirty-two students, mostly following major developments
non-majors,
enr olled in the
in religion up to the present.
course. According to Dr. James
"The effo rt iR to study
R. Venza Jr., the course is part organized religion as a whole,
of an expansion of offerings "to to understand the distinctive
make the history curriculum
features of various religious
more relevant to contemporary groupe and to see bow religion
things."
has interacted with other forces
Dr. James R. Venza, chair·
in American history," Lawson
man of the history department, explained.
said that the course, entitled
Among the topics to be
History 322 , Religion in
covered are: witchcraft in
America, is aimed at the
colonial Massachusetts, the
general college public and has
Shakers, evolutionary theories
no prerequisites.
and religion and the frontier
Dr. Hughie G. Lawson,
revivals.
assistant professor of history, is

experiences, scheduled to open
March 14-16.

Season tickets at $4 are
available from any Sock and
Buskin member or by contacting the University Theatre
at 762·4421 .

The annual meeting of the
Kentucky Association for Communication Arts State Convent ion is scheduled to be held
at the Kenlake Hotel, Sept. 2022. The convention is designed
to improve teaching in the communication fields of speech,
journalism and theater arts.

&

poke

Dr. Ray Mofteld, chairman of
the MSU Communications
dept. is KACA's president.
MSU faculty memben
Carroll F. Harrison Jr. Dr.
Jerry Mayes, Dr. Mofield and
Mrs. Polly Zanetta will be
among the featured speakers
participating in the program.

Pedal ·Bicycles

511 . S. ~ 2tb ' St~ (look for tfie
freshly painted green store)

We carry only the
finest brands
--Raleigh

At S &P we
--specialize in the finest
multi-speed bikes

--Nishiki

--parts and accessories

--Azwki

--service all type
and brand bikes

--Favorite
--Bianchi

iC Shop the most

PROFESSI ONAL

omplete bicycle shop

Sp oke & Pedal
511 S. 12th St.

~Also join in th

planned bike race
at Land Betwee
the Lakes.

DIPPER'S DELIGHT

-

32 FLAVORS

-

ICE CREAM STORE
,., Malts ,., ·Shakes ,., Sundaes ,., Banana Splits ,., Sodas ,., Floats ""' Fiesta
Parlays ""' Carry Out ,., Hand Packed Pints, Quarts and
Bulk ., ., Special Desserts Made to Order ""' Party
'"4:~~~t.......Ja.!..:Ji:.~~ Rental Room for Birthdays, Card Parties, Showers, Meetings

PUns 753-6ztl for R111N1filn1
Dorms

Murray State
University

------~~~--------~--------------~.. ~~
New Tennis
~~

(I')

N
-----·=----·~
:..--~

-

Chestnut Street

Maintenance
Bldg.

Dorms

FREEl FREEl FREEl FREEl FREEl

Present this coupon sheet when you purchase .1 or 2 Dipped .Ice Cream
Cones and we will p!~ce an ·extra scoop of Ice Cream on your cone FREE!
Offer not good after September 30, 1973. You must present this coupon sheet for FREE Scoop.
Do not throw it away!

EXTRA SCOOP COUPON

Murray State Ne""

Activities Board
applications due
before Sept. 21
AJIJilicntiona for 10 inrepresentative
positions on the MSU Student
Activities Hoard will be accepted until Sept. 21 at the
Student Govcrrunent Office.
The Student Activities Board
(SAB) ia one of three bran~·hes
of the Student Government
provided by its Constitution.
Wh ile the Student Senu te and
Judicial Board are primarily
concerned with students'
rights, public relations and
student offain;, the SAB is in
charge of oxecuUng programs of
cultural,
social
and
recreational \'alue to the
student body.
Tho board also at.'ts in an nd\isory l.'.apacity to the staff or
the Student Union Bldg. and
the Ordway student center.
Durmg the coming ycnr the
SA B will be responsible for
concerts, lecture~. movies,
Homecoming activities and the
Miss Murray State Pagennt.

Giles blasts 'Nixonomics'
in UCM luncheon speech

dependent

1ihc applications being acrepted now arc for to in·
dependent representatives at
large from the University, Any
full- timt~ 11tudent who ie not on
academic probation may apply.
Applical ionR will bt> r.on·
sidered on their ~pedal interest,
abilities
and
qualifications, The SAB will
choose the representativeB
during the WCt>k Of Sept. 24.
lnstructions on how to app ly
and 1he obligations involvt>d
are available on requel!t at the
Student Government Office in
the SUB.

Dr. Howard Giles

Blw:!gross music shall attract
students to Monroe Festiml
Students who enjoy the
bluegraRS Round may visit the
Mo n roe
H omecoming
BluegraAs lt'l'8tlva l in Rosine,
located on Route 62 ea11t «Jf
Beaver Dam . The festiva l activities began veswrdav and are
scheduled to continue through

Dial-A-Devotional

I

753-4411

"Nixonom ics" was the term and entered Phatw Four J une
Dr. Howard Giles, ch airman of 13. Giles bt>lieves that the
the ecnomica department, utwd nation might be in about the
in
discussing
n otional same economic shape if the
coonomics at the Umted Cam- "phase'' system had never
pus Ministry luncheon Wed- come about.
nesday.
When aske-d what he would
Giles said Nixonomloa be«an
in mid-August or 1971 when do to improve the economic
President Nixon launched a situation if he were president,
fighl against inflatian unt m· Giles a n11wercd. " I would try to
ployment and our international decontrol prit~ industry by in·
trade imbalance since the U.S. dustry. or <:ourse, this is not
was ~ending more dollars o- good politically."
\'erseas than we.re coming in.
Giles predided, "l lonk for
Under
this
progra m , continued p rice and unemPresident Nixon attempted to ployment increases for the rest
stimulate
employment, of 1973. I nterest rates will conpromised to trim government tinue to be high for the next ~Jix
spending, created a wage and to 12 months.''
price board, added a 10 per
cent surcharge on aU importS,
"Generally speaking, prioo
devalued the dollar, and imposed 11 90-day wage- price controls don' t work in a free
freeze. All this came to be society. It's been tried often in
t.he last 2,000 years and has
known as Phase One.
The nation survived through never worked ," Giles ,exl'hase Two and Phase Thret> plained.

-

Su nday.

Welcome

The
weukend
of entertainmen t features Bi ll
Mon roe, Lester ••tatt, R a lph
Stanley, W ilma l .ee and Stoney
Cooper .
.James
M onr oe,
Bluegrass Alliance, and many
others.

J &B Music
0

Servi711I all your muslc needs 11

Records-tapes-Sheet Music--Components-Tape Recorders-T V-Guita rs- All I nstruments

Bonne Bell

J&BMusie

Holland Drugs

Chestnut St.

Murray,

K~

WHO
Fraternity-Sorority·lndependent
Teama-Cl ubs-Speclal Events
Individual•

-----WHAT--We'll specially imprint your
group's name-crest-number,
etc. on a wide selection of
color and style of ganneata,
inatantly, while you wait.

.---How____,
,

~

The University Bookstore
ha• purchased special equipment and materials, with the
cooperation of the L. G.
Balfour Co., to bring this
specialized service to Murray
Students.

,___WHERE----.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSI1Y

Pap II
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"Nota~ions'

may be folding
with only four publications

FRESHMAN TONY STRAWN has his hands full as he swings
Linda McQuire, a sophomore from Eldorado, Ill., with Sue
Brauch, another sophomore from Bardstown on his shoulders
as they practice a cheerleading routine in (ron t of the Carr
Health Bldg.

After four publications and
recognition by the Kentucky
Arts Commission, the literary
magazine, Notations, is in
danger of folding up.
Notation.!,- Y, ~ f_,~oua
financial deR ~~ rtild end
publication ..Df the ~ ~
old magaiine unleea tl\e
necessary tan~s a.tJ ra~
within the nest Ib' cnontbe.
According to Dr. Charles
Daughaday, MSU associate
professor of English and coeditor of Notations , the financial difficulties stem from " not
being able to sell the copies on
hand due to inadequate advertising and lack of manpower
to sell it."
Daughaday went on to say
that, "Until the present copies
are sold we will not be able to
publish a Notations for next
spring."
Notationa originated as a
publication of creative writing
of the MSU student body and
faculty, sponsored by a group of
interested individuals known
as the Humanities Forum in

for student teaching
tification and issuance of a
teaching certificate. Students
who have completed 90 hours,
have an overall grade average
of 2.0 and 2.25 in the field they
will student teach, have passed
the Cooperative English Test

it ae'ff-IIU8tafuioJ.
"Drl Oeuiliad,a'y"*ls that the
la a maJI&JPae of the

medium for their creative endeavors.
Should the present issues be
sold in time to save the
magazine and interest in the
magazine
grows,
Dr.
Daughaday
hopes
to ,
" ...copyright it and have it open
to any creative writers who
wish to submit manuscripts for
publication."

What do you know about

ANNUITIES?
If you would like Information
on fixed or variable annuities,
please contact

I M SIMON & CO.
members New York Stock Exchange

Applications due soon
Students planning on student
teaching during the spring
t~emester can s ubmit applications starting Monday,
Sept. 10.
Student teaching is required
by most states for complete cer-

cooperation with other contributing departments.
After its first year, the supporters of Notations attempted
to make it self-supporting.
However, student and faculty
inlerest in th-.. mll1nine has
~- been IJI'eat e.oouch to keep

and speech and hearing test
and have been admitted to the
Teacher Education program
qre eligible to apply.
For more details contact
room 45 1 in the Education
Bldg. or call 762-2054.

Steve Yarbrough
Bob Moyer
agents, Life Insurance Co.
of North America
753-8611

We wish you Both
SUCCESS

Paae 22
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R ehab center
(Continued h-om page 1)

Dr. Bartbolomy noted that
release of 1973 funds would inthe
building would be ready for
crease the Hill-Burton grant to
almost $620,000 as recom- occupancy in December, 1974, if
mended by the State Advisory work begins this month.
"Our special education
Council for Health Facilities.

Curris

• • •

(Continued rrom pafe 1)

students attend classes during
On
the
agenda
for
the day and he will often be tomorrow's Board of Regents
meeting with other school of- meet ing is a proposal to name
ficials. For this reason, Curris Mancil Vinson, director of
plans to take the initiative and alumni affairs , to the position
make a point of walking of director of alumni affairs
around campus and talking to and special assistant to the
students who he would other- president. If passed, the action
would raise Vinson' s salary
wise never see.
Curris Lists three pressing $100 per month to $1.483.33.
needs of MSU as far
as
Curris' sister Niki , an
building renovation: (1 ) additional library space, (2) cen- English teacher in Florida, is
tral heating plant im- scheduled to arrive in Murray
provements to bring it up to on Thursday. This opens the
state and federal pollution ' poeaibility that she will act as
standards, (3) more student Currie' first official hostess.
Curris' official inauguration
facilities.
as president of the University
Nicknamed "Deno.,
Currie' official inauguration
With a nickname Like as president of the University is
"Deno," Curria tells this atory scheduled for Nov. 12.
quite often: "Well, if you had a
name like Constantine you
have to come up with
something." He explaina that
because of the Greek pronunciation of the name, the
nickname ends up "Deno.''
"Besidea, I found it a little
more preferable than Connie,"
he adda.
As Murray State's first
bachelor president and the
youngest president of a university in Kentucky history, many
have asked who will serve as
MSU' s hostess. Rather than appoint a aingle hostess for the
year, Curria plans a "mixed
pattern'' and will "give the
staff a chance to provide some
hoetesses.''

program will be moving in and
will have the capacity to increase both our academic
enrollment and diagnostic
capabilities at a time when
Kentucky law requires each
public school system to provide
special education program,'' he
explained. This law becomes effective in the fall of 1974.
When Bartholomy firs t
began working on the project in
the fall of 1969, it was to be a
two-story building to house
only speech and hearing. Construction financing was to be
two-thirds Hill-Burton money
and one-third Unive r si ty
money.
Since that time, however, the
project has been expanded to a
three-story structure to house
all three divisions of special
education--reading,
mental
retardation and speech and
hearing--along with a Learning
Disabilities Center.
The total cost of adding the
third floor to the building will
be usumed by the University.
Both the University Board of
Regents and the Kentucky
Council on Public Higher
Education have approved the

University expenditure for the
project.
Both Hogancamp and Bartholomy acknowledged the
cooperation and the special effort made by Dr. William P.
McElwain, state commissioner
of health, and Mrs. Anita
Payton, program representative
in the health facilities for
hearing evaluation and hearing
aid fitting, observation rooms,
classrooms, library, lecture
room, reading room, conference
rooms and clinic and teacher
offices.
Bartbolomy said the building
will have all the requirements
as specified by federal
regulations for handicapped
people.
He stressed the two-fold purpose of the facility--primarily to
dia111oee and to rehabilitate
people with communicative
problems, with a secondary
purpose of training Murray
State student& for careers in
working with children and
adults with communicative
problems.
During the 1972-73 academic
year, Bartholomy noted 9,000
speech, hearing, reading and
language di&IJ108tic appraisals

were made by the department
of special education.
"When the new building is
completed, the department can
easily triple the amount of
diaiJlostic services for children
and adults who live in this fivestate area," he said.
Gresham & Kerr, John
Keeling Associates of Paducah
is the architect for the project,
and Edward T. Hannan &
Asaociates, Inc., also of
Paducah, are the consulting
engineers. Ted F. Billington of
Murray is t he structural
engineer.
Following a
dramatic
enrollment increase in speech
and hearing, Dr. Donald B.
Hunter, dean of the School of
Education, recommended that
the department of special
education be created beginning
with the 1971 -72 school year.
Now the largeat speech and
hearing program in Kentucky
higher education at both the
graduate and undergraduate
levels, the program at Murray
State has more than 260
majora, In the fall of 1969 there
were only 28 speech and
hearing majors.

1tad1o lhaek

SAVE $20 ON THIS EXCEPTIONAL REALISTIC~
AM/FM MUSIC SYSTEM ...
ENJOY ENDLESS HOURS

OF FINE LISTENING

Will Back Sporta
Curris, who says he grew up
" in the shadow of Adolph
Rupp," is keenly interested in
Murray State's aports program.
He states, "I am deeply committed to a very strong athletic
program, but it's going to be a
program that's in perspective to
the academic programs of the
institution. "It's going to be an
honest program and it's going
to be a credit to the University.
I am particularly interested in
having more of the athletes of
Western Kentucky coming to
Murray State. He added that
athletes will be viewed as
students first and athletes
second.
One of Curris' personal goals
is to see that " the graduates of
the next 10 years will have the
same love, affection and loyalty
to Murray State as the
graduates of the past 50 years
have.' '
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Curris, he says be
could easily have gone into the
restaurant business. The family
ran a " traditional Greek
restaurant" in Williamstown
for many years. His parents
now live in Lexington.
Curris was elected to succeed
Dr. Harry M. Sparks by the
University Board of Regents
Aug. 4. He was selected from a
field of 216 applicants.

Jean Nate'
Holland Drugs

Reg. Sep. Items Price

21990

95
199
• Reai1St1c STA-1 4 AM! FM Stere o Rece1ver
W1t h s 79. 95 Value Wa lnut Wood Case

•

Two Full-Fidelity MCSOO Bookshelf Speal<e rs
In Lu xuno us Waln ut Ca bmets

• Reai1St1c' Automat1c Changer Wrth Factor y M oun ted Cust om Base. Stereo Cartndge Included
Comt> tn tooay fur a uniouo cxper1enc(! an l1sten1ng
hear the concert
nail ouahty sound ol th ts RealistiC s ITIUSIC system Rece1ver has tapP. 1nput
separate bass & treble controls headphone Jack. and FM /AM tumng ITieter
Coll'lpact acouSitC·Susoension speakers feature 5 woofer for full. nch bass
an(l 2 h igi'Hrequcncy tweeter for brillian t trebles Changer has ltQhtwe•ght
tuhul1r tone arm. tor prectse track1nQ

Radio Shack
Nort hside Shopping Plaza
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Dr. Charles Yarbrough
•

IS

TODAY
7:30p.m. Premiere broadcast
of Cleveland Concert Series.
Series

new MS U physician

SATURDAY, SEPT. 15
Highlights
"Puccini Heroines"
6:65 p.m. Gala Grand
Opening
Roy
Stewart
Stadium/Play-by-play of Racer
football
1 p.m. Opera

Dr. Charles L. Yarbrough, a
physician and surgeon from
Cairo, Ill., began new duties at
Murray State University Sept.
1 as director of health services
and campus phYRician.
His appointment was announced by Norman 0. Lane,
dean of student affairs, who added, "Murray State is extremely fortunate to find a
physician of such high
capability who is willing to
come to the campus to provide
medical attention for the cam·
pus community."
Dr. YarbrouRh, a native of
Murray, has been on the staff
of St. Mary's Hospital in Cairo.
He has served as president,
secretary and treasurer of the
staff and as chief of surgery
and chief of obAtctrics and
gynecology.
He will fill the vacancy left
by Dr. William Mountjoy
Savage, who had llerved as the
University physican about a
year befor£1 he died May 23 of
this vear.
To. hold the rank of associate
profes~or, Yarbrough will head
a stnff of five full -time
registered nurses and a fulltime secretary, along with three
part-time student employees.
Mrs. Ann Ingle, R. N., head!'!
the nursing staff that will allsist
Dr. Yarbrough in providing
health service in the 30-bed infirmary on a 24 hours a day,
8even days a week basis.
A
graduate
of
the
Washington University School
of Medicine, Yarbrough did undergraduate work at Southern
Illinois University and the
University of Illin-ois. He did
his internship and surgical
residency at St. Luke's Hospital
in St. Louis.
He served with the 36th [nfantry
Division
and
Washington University General

Hospital during' World War II
in both the African and
European
Theaters
of
Operation.
Active in community affairs
in Cairo in past years, Yarbrough has served on the city
board of education, the board
of the Alexander County
Tuberculosis Sanitarium, the
Alexander-Pulaski
County
Health Department and the
Tri-County Health Department.
Yarbrough has professional
affaJiation as a Fellow of the
American College of Surgeons,
as a Diplomat of the American'

Board of Abdominal Surgery,
and membenihip in the Alexander County Medical Society,
Illinois State Medical Society
and the American Medical
Association.
He and his wife, Doris, are
the parents of two sons and a
daughter. They are: Stephen
Lee Yarbrough, a Murray investment broker who earned
his master's degree at Murray
State; Kent Lee Yarbrough, a
senior at the University of Denver School of Law; and Mrs.
Susan Yarbrough Powers, a

MONDAY, SEPT. 17
8:45 p.m. Sigma Alpha Iota
9:00 p.m. Calloway County
High School Laker Hour

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 19
noon Roger Carroll
9:00 p.m . Washington
Debates on the Seventies
THURSDAY, SEPT. 20
12:15 p.m. United Nations
Perspective
12:30 p.m. Lawrence Welk
DAILY PROGRAMMI NG
3:30 p.m. All Things Considered
4:00 p.m. Holid11y World of
Travel
7:00 p.m. Mon .• Wed., Fri.
From the Record Library

State
graduate
University.
student at Memphis • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....

Alcohol seminar
led by Dr. Barton
Dr. R.B. Barton, assi~;tant
profeRsor in the department of
management, lead a studentfaculty seminar entitled "A
Case Study of 25 Rehabilitated
Alcoholic Managers" last Wednesday afternoon.
The seminar stemed from Dr.
Barton's research for hiR doctoral dissertation. The purpose
of the research was to test the
developmental hypothesis of
alcoholism with regard to the
alcoholic manager's rank

SUNDAY, SEPT. 18
2:30 p.m. Concert of the
Week: Ligeti, Beethoven
Tscbaikowsky
7:00p.m. Cambridge Forum:
"Communes and Family Life"

TUESDAY, SEPT. 18
12:30 p.m. Music and the
Spoken Word
9:00 p.m. Murray High
School Tiger Hour

movement through his life
career.
In addition to reviewing the
literature, the author attended
scores
of
Alcoholics
Anonymous group meetings
and conventions as well as
meetings among professionals
in the field over a period of six
years in researching this topic.
This was the first of several
student-facultv seminars to be
held in the -business department.

Gmduation deadline Monday
Seniors wishing to graduate the registrar's office. The $7.50
in December must apply for graduation fee must be paid by
their degree by Sept. 17. Ap· Oct. 20.
plicatioins may be picked up at

f********************'-
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National Stores
Clothing For All The Family
Downtown Murray

Working Area
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at Post Office
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Flowers f or all occasions
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Welcome Back Students
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delivered - wired
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Pagllal's Pizza

The University Post Office
has recently expanded its
working facilities into two
major divisions; parcel posl
pick-up and delivery, and the
main section of the post offici!.
After having been forced to
conduct busineKS in a small
cramped area about the size, if
not smaller than a classroom,
Mr. Kingins, post master, and
the employees feel that now
that the extra working space
has been achieved, the service
will be more efficient.
"The added space has helped
to acquire speedier mail service, more efficiency, and better
working conditions in the Post
Office,•· says a po11tal employee.
Customers have commented on
the faster mail service also.
Even though the numbers on
the boxes have been changed,
this seems to have caused no
problems.

FREE FAST HOT DELIVER Y

S•ndwlchea
"Home of the Bottomleaa Coke"
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Something to cheer about
Cheerleaden for the 1973 eeuon shown iD front of the new Koy
Stewart Stadijm are (front) Sara Pierce, junior, Mayfield; (first
row) Linda McGuire, eopbomore, Eldorado, IlL; Jamee A.
Foreman, eopbomore, Padueah; llemUa Biabap, 10pbomore. Princeton, Ind.; David Moffitt, eopbmnore, Mayfield; Sandy Smith,

junior, Priocetoa; (aecond r ow) Cynthia Cub, eopbomore,
Mayfield; Sue Brauch, aophomore, Bardatown; Philippa Glore,
sophomore, Paducah; (third row) Joneea Creason, junior, Benton;
Ann Mateel, IOpbomore, Sprincfield, Va.; and (beck) Rita Kane,
aopbomont Wickliffe.
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By DAVE CURTIS
Student Ortanh:ation Preeident

The purpo!'e of this column is
to provide interesting and per·
tinent information about
Murray State to the University
community and supporters of
the Univers ity.
At times it may appear that I
am bias in my opinion~> ,
however, I will make every effort to base my writings on fact
an<;i not hear say.
The el e ction of a new
president has been the main
topic of conver!lation during the
pa!lt month. I would like to expound on the process by which
he was chosen.
In early January, Dr. Harry
M. Sparks announced his plan
to retire as soon as a new
president was chosen. At the
same board meeting a committee of five was appointed to
serve as a screening committee.
I, at that time, was not a member of this committee. However,
being member or not, in the
long screening process that
followed, I attended all but one
of the committee meetings.
While rumor was rampant
this summer, the screening
committee went about its task
of interviewing people in a very
efffient and thorough manner.
It was not until the field of
216 had been narrowed to six
that the names of the candidates were released to the
news media. At this point in
time, each man was invited to
visit the Murray campus again
to meet students and faculty.
On Aug. 4, Dr. Constantine
Curris was selected to serve as
the sixth president of Murray
State University.
I feel that, beginning
tomorrow, a new era is opening
for MSU. This era can only be
successful if the students,

faculty and administration
work together to build on the
progress of the past 50 years.
Dr. Curris cannot, by himself.,
produce the change and
provide the spirit to bring this
University to full potential. I
feel that the members of the
University community should
dedicate themselves to aiding
Dr. Curris in improving und
building Murray.
I would like to point out that
this screening committee was
the subject of a great deal of
pressure and an uncalled for
amount of criticil;m. Why? The
presidency of a state university
has long been a political plum
in the state of Kentucky.
The open application process
used at Murray marked the
first time that the president of
a regional state school was
ch06en in this manner. I feel
that a new trend has been set
in higher education for the
state of Kentucky. With both
the presidents of Eastern Kentucky University and Morehead
University retiring in the near
future, I feel that the procesa
used at Murray will noticeably
affect the manner in which
those schools will choose a auc·
cessor.
The total impact on Murray
State by the decision of the
Regents to select an educator
instead of a politically-oriented
candidate will not be seen for
many years. I predict that only
a required amount of change
will occur during the first. year
of Dr. Curris's tenure. This will
be a time of evaluation, con·
sideration, and input by the
members of the University committee. I feel very strongly that
a time period of five to eight
years is needed to implement a
program reflective and the
chief executive of the University.

Co-op English test scheduled
for Saturday morning in SUB
The Cooperative English
Test will be given tomorrow
morning at 8, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
in the ballroom of the Student
Union Bldg.
Students may take the teat at
any any of the listed times. No
fee and no registration is
required.

All sophomores, juniors,
seniors and graduates who
plant to follow t.he teacher certification program should take
the test.
Details for the speech and
hearing tests will be given
during the English Cooperative
Test.

Murray State ROTC goes coed
The Army is responding to
the Women's Lib movement by
admitting females to its ROTC
program in universities across
the nation. Not to be left
behind , the Murray State
ROTC unit has enlisted 20
freshman women.
Prior to this year, only 10
universities included women in
their ROTC programs. Last
apring, after researching the
subject, the Army announced
that all ROTC units could
enroll and commission females.
Murray's "lady cadets" attend the same military science
classes as the male cadets.
They will also attend the
leadership laboratory (drill)
right alongside the guys. "U the
guys are there, the girls will
be," says Capt. Ivan Frye,
ROTC instructor.
The basic difference for the
women will be that they will
not be included in physical
training. They also will not
participate in field training or
drill with weapons unless they
volunteer for such activities.
While none of this years
ROTC coeds are on scholarship, they are eligible just as
the males are. ROTC ~>ummer
camp will include women for
the first time in the summer of
1975.
Upon graduation, women
cadets mav be commissioned in
any branch of the Army except
Infantry, Armor, and Field Artillery.
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"Lobo" and "Goosecreek
MSU Fieldhouse
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$2.50 MSU Students with i.d.
$3.50 General admission
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"Ike and Tina Turner"
MSU Fieldhouse
7:00p.m.
Reserved seats only
($5.00, $4.50, $4.00)
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Saturday, October 27th
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Wednesday, November 14th
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Sunday, December 16th

. . .even though she'll be drilling with the guys

PLAIN
SKIRTS or Sweaters
(plealll uva)
• 69~

Cindy Vojanec, Murray, explains, "I signed up for ROTC
because I've grown up in a
military family and wanted to
find out what goes on behind
those cloeed doors." On the
other hand, Ruth Iabell,
Graham, saya, "I decided to
take ROTC just like any
student decides to take .E nglish
or math."

MSU STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
FALL CONCERT SERIES· 1973

Thursday, September 27th

Looks are still important for Tena Burdge • , •

Murray's 20 women cadets
signed up for many different
reasons. Some grew up in
military environments and
were naturally drawn to the
program, while others have no
experience with the military,
only interest.

~**********************~
~
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"Jim Croce"
MSU Fieldhouse
8:00p.m.
(Ticket prices to be announced)

"Godspell"
Lovett Auditorium
2:30p.m.
(Ticket prices to be announced)
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Soft-n-Dry does more
than protect you from
the rain. It stves your
raincoats and jac:bcs a
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Tennis courts
get complaints;
new rules soon
CATHY MAY, A freshman
from Chester, m., seems to
illustrate the exhaustion that
many students experienced after moving into the dorms on
Aug . 26. An elementary
education major, Cathy i,;
shown here with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Emery May.

MSU hires 34 faculty members
Thirty-four new faculty mem·
bers have been hired at Murray

State University for the 197374 school year as a result of the
"usual turnover," said Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, outgoing
president.
The new faculty members
are:
School of Applied Sciences
and Technology--James Andy
Rudolph,
instructor
of
agriculture; Dr. Kris Jeter,
assistant professor of home
economics; Mrs. Norma Sue
Smith, instructor of home
economics; Dr. Roy E. Gillaspy,
assistant professor of industrial
education; James Wayne
Harris, instructor of industrial
education; Dr. Beulah E.
Miller, profe88or of nursing;
Mrs. Betty Hille, alsistant
professor of nursing; Miss
Isabel Lopez, instructor of nursing; and Mrs. Mary Jo Arndt
and Mrs. Genevieve Adams,
both clinical instructors of nursing.
School of Arts and Sciences-Or. Vernon Gantt, assistant
professor of communications;
Ronald W. Mitchell, instructor
of computer science; Charles
O'Neil, assistant professor of
history and anthropoloty; Capt.
Thomas Hayden, assistant
professor of military science;
and Dr. Larry Kjosa, associate
professor of political science.
School of Business--Or. Terry
Arndt, assistant professor of accounting: Franklin Ingram, instructor of accounting; Dr.
Claude M. Vaughn, assistant
professor of economics;
Maurice Clabaugh, instructor
of marketing; and Dr. Robert
Underwood, a~sistant profes.<1or
of marketing.

Some
grad schools
are more
challenging
than others.
The Air Fort:e'a Officer Training
School is a 12 week program that
can turn a college graduate into
an :Air Force officer. And, it can
give him the chant:e to go on to
rught .school and become a pilot
or navigator. Check out a future
where the aky'a no limiL Sgt.
Kleeman is located at the
Student Union Bldg. each Wed·
nesday from 10:00 A.M. until
2:00 P.M. or you may reach him
by t·alling 442·2426 (COLLECT)
in Paducah.
liSAF RJ«"Hl niNO OFfiCI:
t4tstu ry 841ildiPI
17lh lr.. •nd flru.dw• v
Pirl•lue.h. t<t~nlu o:.," 4~1

School of Education--Mrs.
Margaret Baird, assistant
profe88or of library science; Dr.
David McAfee, assistant
professor
of
secondary
education; Dr. Thomas Borton,
a88istant professor of special

education; Mrs. Aileen Bum·
phus, James Clark and Mrs.
Betty Wagar, instructors of
special education; Mrs. Janice
Rose, instructor at the University School; Dr. R. Scott Pricer,
director of the Guidance Center; and Mrs. Sondra Ford, in-

Ambush and Tabu
Spray

Regulsr

structor at the Guidance Center.
School of Fine Arts--Michael
Eric Johnson, Michael Brun
and Richard S. Reisman,
assistant professors of art; and
Duane Scribner and Raymond
Conklin, instructors of music.

Welcome College Students. Stop
By and See Our New Shop.
Fresh Flowers
Dried Flowers
Potted Plants

Now

$4.00

$3.19

One of MSU's newest
recreational facilities was
opened to the public upon completion in June. The new addition provides Murray State
students with eight modern
tennis courts having excellent
lighting for championship
playing, according to Bennie
Purcell, tennis coach. The old
campus courts have the same
number of courts but with less
footage between and behind
them.
Authorities are aware of
complaints concerning the new
courts such as lights disturbing
residents of Clark and Regents
dorms and also the problem of
non- University
personnel
utilizing the courts, often
preventing students from
playing. Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, vice-president for administrative affairs, met this
week with Dr. Chad Stewart,
chairman of the department of
health,
education
and
recreation, and Purcell to draw
up regulations concerning the
tennia courts.

afS

Holland Drugs

Black Light Candles
and
Gifts

Juanita's Flowers, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd.
Ph. 753-3880

"When in Need of Flowers Think of Ours"

DISCOUNT SHOES
NAME BRANDS

FIRST QUALITY

LATEST STYLES

LADIES' SIZES
4 to 12

AAAA to C
SAVE FROM
$5 TO $11 .

PAIR

MEN'S SIZES
61/2 to 14
A to EEE

Jll 'S SHOE OUTLET
SOUTHSIDE SHDPPIII CEITER

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .M.un·ayS.
u~.N~
ew• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
516 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

Hours: 8:00 to 5:30
YOUR KEY TO VAWE

Except Friday • 8:00·8:00

Men's Flannel Shirts
Small

Men's Knit Sport Shirts

Long Sleeve
Medium Large X-Large

Long Sleeve
Assorted Styles

$3.00

$5.00

-----------------------

------------~--------------

Men's Super Flare
Denim Jeans

Men's Denim Shirts

Assorted Sizes

Sizes 14-17

$4.50

$3.25
Vasolin·e Intensive Care

Gillette Dry Look

15 oz.

$1.00

90e

------------------------------7

Revlon Flex Shampoo

oz.

--------------------------

Herbal Essence Shampoo
8 oz.
$1.00

-----------------------------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Head & Shoulders Shampoo
$1.50
Lotion 11 oz.

$1.25

Tube

7

$1.00

17 oz.

Revlon Flex Conditioner

$1.25 .

17 oz.

--------------------------------Johnsons Baby Shampoo

$1.50

oz.

16 oz.

------------------------------------------------------Hair Spray

Suave
Style
Just Wonderful
Aqua Net

2 for$ 1.00
516 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

Hours: 8:0() to 5:30
Except Friday · 8:00-8:00

•
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'The Hut' is only a memory to students

Landmark replaced 'by day care center
By LINDA MURPHY
Feature Editor

Changes
are
made,
sometimes where you least expect them. These kind of
change.!'~ surpri!!e you, or dilsap·
point you. Perhaps for many
students returning this fall ,
feelings were a mixture of both
surprise and disappointment,
upon learning that "The Hut"
was gone, and a thriving,
bustling day care center was in
its place.
Certainly many of you feel it
is a great loss. Many may find
consolation in the fact that
these children have something
to look forward to now,
although you may not.
It is always nice to look at
the brighter side of things; and
that is what Jack and Millie
Ward, owners of "The Hut" for
21 years, had to do.

"If I was 23 and could do it
over I would cater to college
students," continues Mr. Ward.
••rn the beginning we had all
the dorms around us. To many,
"The Hut" wus a home away
from home."
As the owner of The Hut, Mr.
Ward was putting in 16 hours a
day for 21 years. "Now I don't
have to get up at 4 a .m. and
make 30 dozen dougnuts and
12 pies, and then st~y until
eight that night."
.Jack Ward had a lot of
things going. As his wife says,
"He is a man of many talents."
Both Mr. and Mrs. Ward are
quite happy now. Besides getting home early at night, Mr.
Ward is substitute teaching at
the vocational school, and, of
course, Mrs. Ward has the day
care center which she has wan·
ted for a long time.

''l think the students enjoy
watching the children when
they are outside, and the
children enjoy seeing the
students, 110 it works both

ways,'' says Mr11. Ward.
Mrs. Ward has student help
come in. Donna Casteel who
works from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
with the children seems to en-

joy it and says, "1 hope to start
something like thi~< one day.
You really have to love
children or you couldn't do it."

Change wae for better
History of "The Hut"
One might say "The Hut"
was practically a landmark on
the Murray campus. As Jack
Ward thinks back to the
earliest days, "The Hut" was
originally a long building
located where United Campus
Ministry is now. This was in
1936, and in 1936 Eugene
Hughes drove from Detroit,
Michigan in a Model-A Ford
and bought the building from
Kirby Jennings, now editor of
the Murray Democrat. This
original building is now on S.
16th St. Of course it has had its
changes too, and as Mr. Ward
says, "One probably wouldn't
recognize it.''
Eugene Hughes had "The
Hut" built on 15th and Olive
and Jack Ward started working
there when he was a sophomore
in high school. He worked his
way through school there, went
into the Army and worked
there once again when he got
out.
21 enjoyable years
Mr. Ward says, "I worked for
a nice guy. They employed
students then, but they made
less than 50 cents an hour, they
make three times that now."
When the Ward's bought
"The Hut" in Oct. 1952, they
intended to stay in business for
20 years. "The Hut has been
good to us," says Mr. Ward. "l
tried to give the students low
prices. I didn't make a profit on
any one thing, because I
worked on a volume basis.'' He
jokingly adds, "Maybe it's good
we got out, the way food prices
have gone up.''
The Ward's thoroughly enjoyed their 21 years as owners
uf "The Hut." "I've met so
many students, that if each one
I saw come and go gave me
$1.00, I could retire and live
like a king," says Jack Ward.

HU IE'S
Flower Shop
1 BLOCK
FROM

CAMPUS

Phone 753-3981
Ill S. 15th

When they dec::ided to get out
of the restaurant busines)!, Mr.
Ward said to his wife, ''Why
don't you start your day care
center here?'' They didn't want
to sell the property and thought
the location was an ideal one.
Mrs. Ward tells of the
changeover and the restrictions
she had to meet in two weeks,
that should have taken two
months. The State Fire and
Health and Childrens Welfare
Boards were all happy with the
facilities she had. The tables
were cut down and they bought
cots, bookcases, and curtains.
Mrs. Ward has the center open
from 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. She
takes children three yt>ars to
school age. Most of the children
have parents who teach or who
are students. Mrs. Ward can
take as many as 80 children but
she'd rather stay at 30-40. "If
there are too many, they lose
their identity," says Mrs.
Ward. A bot lunch and midmorning and afternoon snacks
are served.
On Sept. 1 Mrs. Ward started
the learning program which is
very much like the curriculum
in kindergarten.
Mrs. Ward felt that as far as
the college students were concerned, she was sure many were
disappointed. But, ~Jhe also felt
many were proud as they
walked by.

P hoto by Keary Caiman

Men,

VIsit THE

MAN'S WORLD
------for a new, exciting hairstyle. _ _ ___.

THE
MAN'S
WORLD
900 COLDWATER RD.

For Appointment Call 753-0511

TOMS PIZZA PALACE
l

The best pizza in Kentucky

Free Deliver--Phone 7 53-6113
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Night people
Owls dominate scene during the 'wee hours'
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Special Writer

It is 11 :09 p.m. as the neon
lights flicker, the theaters lock
their doors, and the early bird
is safe in his slumber.
But for this writer ...and
others known as night
people...the day has only begun.
Drilled with the "Early to
bed and early to rise..." type
statements since childhood,
most people have peycopathic
fears of the late-night or early
morning hours. There are no
slogans or cliches to pamper
the ego of the owls, only
narrow-minded criticism from
the bright-eyed conservatives
who hit the sack after the 10
p.m. newa reports.
Actually, night people d o not
need a defense. When do
emergencies usually happen?
From midnight until dawn
babies are born, flames start
crackling, autos crash, fevers
rise, wars are fought, and the
world continues to rotate.
Ah, but who is alert and
responsible at the time of
crisis?
Anyone can eee a sunrise,
spectacular as it is, but who
really appreciated the soft
beauty of the predawn
moonlight as it toys with
emotions?
Traveling becomes a new ex·
perience while rolling down an
interstate with the cool wind
w1spmg a pipe's tobacco into
the night as a F.M. station

sooths the mind.
Why should someone who
creates a night be considered
lazy for sleeping late? Where
were the critics when he was at
his best? Dead to the world,
getting their rest for the
"proper" early rising time of
the "normal" person.
In the morning hours, when
the owls a re tiring is when the
haseel starts. The early risers
are full of energetic chatter and
good cheer for the 7: 30 class,
assuming that everybody is
razor sharp. How disgusting!
Owls have sacrificed some of
their inherent habits for the
need of society'• early birds,
but one cer t a in fl ock o f
them ...the journaliats...are self.
sufficient in maintaining their
individ ual way of life.
The typewriters of a big city
daily pound their metalic click,
the phone bellows its shrill
ring, and the presses chum
their deafening roar. And to
many of the producers of the
weekly printed word, t he
greatest ideas come at night
a lso.
The shining luster of some of
t hese thoughts are unfor t u nately tarnished by
careless scanning of a mid-day
reader who is mentally limping
because of early rising.
Sleep on, world, but take it
easy with the next tired looking
person at noon.
It is 11:55 p.m . and the owls
are rolli111.

Friday the 14th at 4:00 p.m.
Cutchin Stadium

ICE COLD
WATERMELON

7

Days

a

W eek

8

a.m.

til

Prices

good

p.m.

12

through

Thursday

W c reserve the right to limit

SUGAR 49¢

COKES
plus

19¢

EA
Food Giant

dep osit

G RADE A LARGE

EGGS
DOZEN

78¢

Limit 1 w ith $7.50 add. p ur.
excluding tob. & dairy products

TREASURE
CHEST
This

GLEN VALLEY

oz. cans

$1.00

GREEN G IANT
Yellow
who le kernel

CORN

4

17 oz. cans

$1.00

lb.

98¢
FROS1YMORN

BACON
from

WIN

98¢
our Deli

.Fresh Made DONUTS doz. 88(

PEAS
15

PATTIE MIX

12 oz. pkg.

week

5

Ground Beef

God chaux

Big 32 oz.

BE SURE TO REGISTER
You do not have to be present to win.
RED

FR lED CHICKEN

DINNER BOX $1.49
SCHOOL DAY

POTATOES GREEN 5 15 oz. cans
lb. bag
69¢
BEANS $1.00

10
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Randy Powell has dramatic summer

Indian Fort Theatre sets the stage
plays the part of Huam Robm- the evemng was an unquahfied
agam and performed vai'IOUS
By KAREN WOOD
son, a young Federalist soldier. success. So much, in fact, that
and necessary chores such as
Reporter
He was also a member of the
we made the trip down for "A
laundry, communicating with
Berea, Kentucky is a chorus, and later in the season,
Midsummer Night's Dream," I friends and family, etc... , the
smallish communitv located on
the doctor who sawed off John
an evening interrupted by a 30 ! night was gone and daybreak
Freeman's leg. In
the minute downpour during which I approaching.
the doorstep of s~utbern Ap·
palachia, an area steeped in
Shakespearean
production. we browsed through the gift
In one scene in "Wilderness
tradition and folklore. Best
Randy played the part of shop collected paper towels,
Road," Randy was one of
known for Berea College with
Lysander, one of the four ill- and waited for the rain to stop. several
wounded
Union
it's Indian Fort Theatre, the
fortuned lovers.
While in the company of soldiers brought in from the .
Boone Tavern, and sp·
Being from central Kentucky "Wilderness Road' ,.• Randy battlefield. When questioned
and blessed with an abundance boarded in a dorm on the al>out the particulars conoonbread, Berea is the spot
where bluegrass Kentucky
of leisure time, this writer hap- Berea campus. Working in an cerning makeup and costume,
merges into the Appalachian
pened to attend both plays at evening production made for Randy explained that new
mountain region.
the Indian Fort Theatre and highly irregular hours. A uniforms were burned with
Outdoor drama flourishes in
was very favorably impressed . typical day, Randy described, blowtorches and the charred
Kentucky; a state which
The company was professional as beginning around three of fragments smeared with stage
celebrates it's heritage through .. in performance and demea":or, fou! o'clock . in the afternoon blood to achieve the. eff~t_.of
the observance of centurv-old
and the set was breath-takmg whtcb left hun a few hours to mayhem. The costummg m A
customs and traditions ·
with the Cumberland foothills eat and prepare for the night's Midsummer Night's Dream"
The Indian Fort Theatre,
forming a natural backdrop. performance, which started at was unusual also, in that it was
built in 1955 was the first outAside from the usual exor- 8:00 and ended around 10:30 done in modern clothing.
door theater' in Kentucky. The bita~t concession prices and old or 11:~0 p.m. By the time
Asked to review the summer
Centennial year ofthe founding l~dles who repeated the everythmg at the theater was as a whole, Randy replied that
of Berea College was the oc- d1alogue out loud to each other, taken care of and be had eaten the experience had been incasion for the opening of the
amphitheatre. In honor of the
celebration, the Trustees com missioned Paul Green, a Pulitzer Prize winning wright, lo
write a historical drama
relating the events surrounding
the beginning of the college.
Green, considered the "father
of American outdoor historical
drama" chose to portray fi<:tionalized characters faced
with the problems an·d
situations of the civil war era.
Randy Powell , a senior
drama major from Chicago,
was ca~;~t in both "Wilderness
Hoad," . and an auxiliary
production of Shakespear's "A
Midsummer Night's Dream,"
.I~- "Wilderness Roa~q," Randy

valuable in many aspects. "It
was really an experience to get
paid for doing something you
had always done for fun and
credit."
Randy, who has had considerable acting experience,
won the Best Supporting Actor
Award here in 1972, and is a
past president of the drama
club. He bas a ppeared in
productions of " Camelot,"
"The Crucible.'' "Androcles
and the Lion," and "The Skin
of our Teeth.'' Randy spent the
summer of 1970 studying at Oxford Tutorial College in Oxfo~d, England. under th~ tutorsh1p of Valentme Cunnmgham.
Randy is pre!lently holding
auditions for the student
produced touring show, "The
U.gly _Ducklin," which he is
dtrectmg. The !!how will be
presented on campus October
30.

Welcome Back,
Students
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1

across from Ordway Hall

RED

H'~T SPECIAL!

--------------------Big Hamburger Steak

Regular $1.80

September 18 & 19

Char-broiled, Served with French Fries, Cole Slaw, & Hot Rolls

PALACE
753-7992

'Visit our our

e room'·

$1.39
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BANK OF MURRAY
Three convenient locations
to serve the university

own town Branch
Cliffords
Phillips 66
South 12th St. Hwy 641

Your Complete
Service Station
We Honor Most
Credit Cards
And Give
S& H Green Stamps
Pickup/ Delivery
Phone 753-6919
('F"':J r""\ I•' I H S T

~GLASS
IN FORMALWEAR

College
Shop
After Six

Main

The Harmon Football Forecast
Saturday, Sept. 15- Major Colleees
Alabama
Appalachian
Arizona
Arizona St.te
Aubum
Boston coueae
Bowline Green
Bri&ham Y<K~rtl
Cincinoati
Citadel
Colorado
Florida
Florida State
Fresno State
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Holy Cross
Houston
Idaho
IllinOis
Lamar
Louisville
Marshall
Memphis
Miami (Ohio)
Michigan
Michigan State
Mississippi
Mississippi state
Navy
New Mexico State
North carolina
North carotloa St.te
Northern IllinOis
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Oklahoma St.te
Pacific
Penn State
Purdue
Richmond
Southern california
S.M.U.
Southern Mississippi
Tampe
Tennessee
Texas A & M
Texas Tech
Tulsa
Utah State
Vanderbilt
Villanova
V.P.f.
Washincton

38
15
2&
27
37
20
21
33
26
23
23
31
38
26
24
26
21
20
20
23
20
21
17
35
23
34
29
24
29
35
21
20
34
27
23
36
35
31

24
34
30
41
40
20
24
28
28
21
24
40
30

23

22
32

California
Funnan
Wyominc
Oreaon
Oregon State
Temple
Syracuse
Colorado State
Xavier
Presbyterian
L.S.U .
Kansas State
Wake Foreat
San Jose St.te
Pittsburgh
S<Kith CIJrOiina
Northeutern
Rice
Boise State
Indiana
Howard Payne
Kent State
Morehead
North Texas
Deyton
Iowa
Northwestern
Missouri
NE Louisiana
V.M.I.
New Mexico
William & Mary
Virginia
Southern IllinOis
Minnesota
Baylor
Arltneton
UTEP
St.nford
Wisconsin
Davidson
Ar1cansas
Santa ,Clara
East Carolina
ToledO
Duke
'Wichita
Utah
West Texas
Weber
Chattanoop
Massachusetts
Kentucky
Hawaii

sw Looisiana
sw Texas
Southwestern, Tenn.
Tenn8$18e State
Trinity
Vlrginla State
Washlncton, Mo.
West Va. St.te
Western Carolina
!Winston-Salem
Wofford
Yoonptown

20
13
30
23
20

19

21
24

20
25
29
31
21
23
14
22
33
22
21
22
27
21
28
14
27
26
23
20

U
21

31
20

34

35
23
20
17
23
20
30
24

Kentucky State
Salem
St. Paul'r.
East Tennessee
Mars Hill
Oberlin
Samford
Guilford
West Va. Wealayan
No. Carol1na Central
West VI. Tech
Alcorn A & M
NE Missouri
Mlnlssippl College
Maryland East Shore
Prairie ViNicholls
Troy
Hampden.Sydnay
SE Louisiana
Mar1in
Weat Liberty
Gardner·Webb
Fayetteville
Arkansas Tach
sw Oklahoma
Blshot>
MlssiAippl Valley

~~~~:.'!,Tach

Arkansas State
Texas Lutheran
Millsaps
Alabama A & M
Montlcello {Ar1c.)
Elizabeth City
Sewanee
Concord
Murray
Hampton
Lenol r<Rhyne
Austin Peay

14

12
6
16
20
7
7
6
21
6
14
20

6
10
7
14
7
14
17
10
7
0
13
7
13
23
7
10
20
10
0
8
10
7
7
7

14
13
0
10
0
9
7
7
6
14
17
13
7
22
20
7
14
8

o

20
10
15

7
6
15

20
0

14
6
21
10

7

7
17
14
14
7
20
7
7

13
14
6
12
1
:
17
7
14
14
6
7
15
7
14
0
12
16

Other Games- East
Albri&ht
American lnter'l
Bridpport

17
24
30

East (Continued)

Other Games

7
14

Other Games- South and Southwest
Albany State
Bluefield
Bridgewater
Carson-Newman
CataWba
Centre
Elon
Emory & Henry
Falnnont
Florida A & M
Glenville
Grambling
Hardinc
Henderson
Howard
Jackson state
Jacksonville
uvtncston
Maryville
McHeese
Middle Tennessee
Muskingum
Newberry
Norfolk
NE Oklahoma
NW Looisiana
OUlldllta
Pine Bluff

=~=n

University
Book Stor

University Branch

Franklin & Marshall 14
Vermont
20
Alfred
14

Brockport

c

w Post

21
27

California State
20
Central COnnecticut 25
Cor11and
24
Delaware
30
Eastern Kentucky
22
Hobart
28
Ithaca
27
John Carroll
26
lafayette
22
lehigh
22
Maine
17
Millersville
18
Montclair
17
Shippensburg
20
Slippery Rock
34
Southern Connecticut 27
Susquehanna
21
Wagner
25
Westminster
26
Widener
24

Bridgewater
Delaware Steta
Frostburg
Edinboro
Sprlnlrfteld
West Cheater
lndiaoa U
R.P.l.
William Paterson
Wash'ton & JeHerson
Kina's Point
Connecticut
Boston U
Norwich
Kutztown
Bloomsburg
Mansfield
Coast Guard
Grove City
Hoflltra
Lock Haven
lebanon Va!ley

13
7
7
11

13

7
20
0
12
13
17
14
15
7

7

16
0
6
6
6
7
6

the GANG
at the

PALACE
5-Points

Other Games- Midwest
Akron
Anaelo
Ashland
Baldwin-Mtallace
Bethany, Kansas
Bethany, W. Va ,
Bluffton
Buena Vista
carthage
Central Michipn
Central Missouri
Central Oklahoma
Clarion
COncordia, Neb.
Cornell Iowa
Culver·StoclrtDn
Denison
DePauw
Doane
East Texas
Findlay
Fort Hays
• Franklin
Geneva
Hastlnp
Heldelber&
Hillsda-le
Hope
Indiana Central
Indiana State
Kalamazoo
Kenyon
Lancston
Louisiana Tech
Marietta
Millikin
Missouri ValleY
Morninllside
Mt. Un1on
Northern Michipn
Ottawa
Plttsbur~

28
22

28
28
16
17
20
27
30
20
19
28
20
14

25
14
26
21
22
27
24
20

30
18
23
35
21
14
14
41
34
24
22
23
19
27
30

31
17
23
16
17
13

Rolla
S F Austin
26
St Joseph
15
SE Missouri
21
SE Oklahoma
35
Southam State, Ark. 29
Valperaiso
17
Wabash
19
Western Illinois
23
William J-ell
22
William Penn
52
Wittenberg
24

Butler
Omaha
Gustavus
Evensville
Bethel, Kansas
Cas&<Reserve
Taylor
Westmar
North Park
Ball State
State Collell'e
SW Missouri
Ohio Wesleyln
Graceland
Uppe: Iowa
Lake Forest
Thiel
Albion
Nebraska WMieyan
East Central Okla.
Earlham
NW Oklahoma
Rose·Hulman
Adrian
Colle&e Of Emporia
Defiance
Ferris
Manchester
Alma
Eastern 1111 nois
Grand Valley
Otterbein
lincoln
Eastern Mlchlaan
Allegheny
Elmhurst
Iowa Wesleyan
s•west State, Minn.
Ohio Northern
Milwaukee
Southwestern, Kansas
NW Missouri
Wayne, Nebraska
IllinOis State
Nor1hwood
Missouri southern
Austin
Central Methodist
Wayne, Mich.
Hanover
Northern Iowa
Simpson
Baker
Central State, Ohio

7
6
10
6
13
13

1•
7
0
17
7
0
16

24 Hour

Wrecker Service

7

6

13
7
12
13
14
12
17

7
7

12

7

15
8
13
0
0
13
16
10

7
6
6

TABERS

BODY
SHOP
PHONE

753-3134

13
14
22

12

16
7
17
14
14
6
6
I
14
17
12
0
16

See Our
New Gift Shop

Other Games- Far West
Cal Poly (Pomona)
ca1 POly (S.l-0.)
Chico
COlorado Collep
Colorado Western
O.vis
Humboldt
Idaho College
Idaho State
Keamey
Nevada (las Veps)
Nevada (Reno)
Northern Colorado
Riverside
Simon Fraser
Sui Ross
Whittier
Whltwortl!

17
26

19

21
21
23
211
15
37
27
23
21
22
35
20
26
2&

21

S<Kithern Utah
Northridae
Willamette
Midland
Southern Colorado
Fullerton
C.l Lutheran
Eastern Oreton
Hayward
Eastern Montana
Los Angeles
Sacramento
Colorado Mine•
San Diero U
Portland
Eastern New Mexico
Azusa
lewis & Clal't(

13
20
14
12
14
20
14

tot
7
7
7

17
6

13
13
13
6
7

STARKS
Hardware

RACERS

RYAN MILK COMPANY
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Racers set for debut in new stadium
By MARK HULTMAN
Sports Editor

Some have waited patiently,
while others have waited impatiently for tomorrow evening
when the Murray StaU: UniverRity football squad makes i~
firtlt appearance on the artificial turf of the Rov Stewart
Stadium aguinst ·weRtern
Carolina University,
But, for the Racers, the
opening game against the
Catamounts should prove to be
a Rtern test.

Gone are Rick Fisher and
George Greenfield, each of
whom had won Ohio Valley
Conference ''Offensive Player of
the Year" awards.
Lacking is depth at every
position except the linebacking
corps, and quite possibly. the
all-important
quarterback
position.
While these negative facts
may tend to put a damper on
football spirit, there are just ns
many pluses to put lifu into and
raise the hopes of MSU football
fans .

According to Coach Bill
Furgerson, one of the positions
the Racers may find a strong
PQint is at quarterback.

Furgerson. Carpenter, a 6-3,
240-pound
junior
from
Loveland, Ohio, was a starter
last vear, while Willis, a 6-1,
228-pound
senior
from
Washington Courthou!!e, Ohio,
missed all of last aeason with
an injury. Both are the Racers'
alternate captains for the upcoming seasons.
Starting at center will bt·
David Mains, a 6-2. 205·pound
sophomore from Taylor, Mich.,
who is the nephew of former
Murray and Detroit Lions' slllr
Gil Mains.
A native of Brandenburg, 511, 205-pound ;;enior Rvdney
Pickering will be at one starting guard slot. He is considered to be the team's best
blocker, and one of the better
offensive linemen in the OVC.
Ru:;s Carlisle, the son of former MSU star Ralph Carlisle,
and Mark Norrid, a 5-10, 205pound senior from Malden,
Mo., will battle for the other
guard position.

Racers set at quarterback
Murray State will have three
signal caiiPrs returning--Tom
Pandolfi, Mike Hobbie, and
DouR Baker. Furgerson stated
that Pandolfi, a 6-2, 205-pound
junior from Nutley, N.•J., has
the inside lrtu~k for the opening
game
against
Western
Carolinu.
I.ast season, Pandolfi netted
432 yards and a pair of touch·
downs by completing 35 of 87
passes. Hobbie, a 6-2, 190pound
sophomore
from
Atlanta, completed 35 of 91
pass attempts for 672 yards and
two TO's.

---·--...---··--------------~~--

•

The two, along with
sophomore Doug Baker, have
been battling for the quarterback spot. since the spring
workouts. Baker, who stands 63 and who tips the scales at 205
pounds, missed much of the
spring session with a broken
thumb. Moved to wide receiver
laRt season for three games,
Baker returned as a backup
quarterback when Pandolfi was
injured.
Stepping into the vacancie10
left by Fisher and Greenfield
will be Don Clayton and Jim
Engel. Clayton, who sat out his
first two years at MSU with a
knee injury, had a good spring
game, amassing 90 total yards.
He is a 6-2, 197-pound junior
from Malden, Mo . In 39
rushing attempts last season,
Clayton averaged 3.7 yards per
carry.
Engel, who was used
sparingly last season, is a 6-2,
200-pound
junior
from
Loveland, Ohio.

Handling the all-important
wide receiver's chores will be
seniors Ken Galtney and Scotty
Crump, both starters last
season. Galtney, a 5-11, 170-

pounder from Chicago, caught
six pa!!lleS for ' 71 yards last
season, while Crump, a 5-11,
180-pounder from Dyersburg,
Tenn., hauled down nine passes
for 162 vards.
Echert to anchor r ine
The defensive line was hit
hard by graduation, but will be
sleadied bv end Joe Echert, a 61, 200-pou.nd junior from Evansville. Bt:hert was credited with
44 tackles and 23 assists last
season.
Battling for the other end
po~ition will be .Jim McPeake, a
6-3, 235-pound senior from
Camden, Tenn. who has been a
two-year
starter,
and
sophomore Matt Schappert, a
6-2, 210-pounder from Montville, N.J.
Jay Waddle, formerly a middle guard, and Dan Helfrich,
appear to have the defensive
tackle po11itions. Waddle, is a 63, 225-pound junior from
Washington Courthouse, Ohio,
while Helfrich st.ands at 6-4,
tips the scales at 250-pounds.
and is a sophomore from St.
Louis.
(Continued on page 11)
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Clotlalag Needs

Receiving Fall

Farrell returns at tight end
Considered to be one of the
best tight ends in the conference, Bill Farrell will be
trying to better his performance
this season. Farrell, who hails
from Cincinnati, haluled down
19 passes for 412 yards and a
11) last season. According to
Furgerson, Farrell, a 6-5. 220pound senior, should be even
more dangerous because he improved his blocking abilities
during spring practice.
Charlie Carpenter and Dale
214 No. 15th ::itreet
Phone 753-3292
Willis have been tabbed as
starting offensive tackles by
,_~~~~~~~~~~~~

Merchandise

DAILY!

Photo by Steve Given•

Sticking •od at Stewart Stadium

the college· shop

Sigma Chi

Jerry's Special

Welcomes

T-BON£ STEll

Dr. Constantine Curris

Monday& Wednesday- 4:30 to 9P.M

to Murray State

$ 2.39

and
Steak c har-bro ile d "Ato
Likt> It" with choice
of baked or French fried
I da h o Po ta to.-s, cri11p
toss .. d sa la •l. a n d h o t
rolls.
you

Wishes Him the Best
of Luck!
SOUTH 12th ST.

MURRAY

-
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Willis, 'Barna open new era
with first basketball Squad
Combinmg a high school
record of 267-89 in four
Asst. Sports Editor
Southern Illinois teams after
"lam looking forward to tM OP· graduation from Murray State
portunity to cooch at MSU. It i$ a
in 1953, be won the freshman
challenge, intereBting,' and coaching job from Jim Jengratifying.-! hope."
• nings.
By STEVE W. GIVENS

..

Kayo Willis
October 9, 1968

back and see some of the people
in Murray that made it so great
when I was there would be
worth the game."
"One thing for sure that you
could see in a few vean; is a
.real tough Racer t~am since
several good 1tall boy11 got
schoiarshiptl right Before 1 left
for Huntsv1lle," hE! added:

UAH pl~n8 'new facility
While much attention was
'ln ct recent NEWS interview, '
given to Murray StatEI's selec- '
lion this summer of a new Willis commented about his "This season I've got 10
president, another school in- new position: "It's really too scholarships to issue and right
vaded the Racers' own early to tell what I'll have to now four of them have gone to
coaching staff and "stole" work with down here yet. We local boys, so maybe we'll have
junior varsity basketball coach have a couple of 6-6 boys, but something later on," he said.
we have no Marcelous Starks
Kayo Willis.
Local recruiting, reportedly,
After posting a five.year 80- or anybody like that."
Currently UAH plays its was one of the major points
22 slate, he has been tabbed to
home basketball games in the which Willis disagreed with the
be the first basketball coach at
the three-year-old University of year-old New Johnson High rest of the MSU coaching staff
School gym, which seats prior to his leaving the Racer
Alabama at Huntsville. He was
selected from a strong field of around 2,000 fans. Plans are camp.
being made for the construction
97 candidates.
"We're really going to find
of a sprawling facility which
"It gives me an opportunity
will accomodate 10,000 spec- out how good we are with the
that I've always wanted," he
tators and which is expected to schedule we've got for an
said following the appointment.
be complet~d on the college opening year," he continued,
"I've coached on all other
"since we play both Tulane and
campus in 1975.
levels and this gives me a
the University of New Mexico,
chance to see what I can do."
Willis has been busy since both national oowers.''
moving from Murray to
Departure draws reactions Alabama in ~tirring up support
for his team. He has appeared
on local television twice and
WilJis' departure from MSU
has spoken to numerous civic
brought reactions of surprise
groups in Huntsville. Plans
and disappointment from some
have been made for him to
members of the basketball
have hi~ own post game
team and local fans. For ;many,
television
commentary
although, it was halfway exfollowing all home games.
pected as relations between
Willis and head coach Cal
Future bout with MSU?
Luther were said to be
"strained" according to a team
Asked the inevitable question
spokesman who asked to be
about a future bou t with the
unidentified.
Racers a nd Cal Luther, Willis
replied, "It would be hard for
Willis played roundball at
us to schedule t hem at home
MSU for a year until be broke
because I know how tough they
his leg and was forced to conare in that fieldhouse, but r·
centrate on baseball in which
would be glad to try a nd meet
he won four letters.
them sometime. Just to get
I

The showcase of Murray State University .... the pride
and joy of Murray State University . . the joke of Murray
State University.
Come tomorrow night, it might be a -good idea when a fan
enter& the spacious 16,800-seat. .Roy Stewart. Stadium to
pinch. himself to make sure that he is not asleep or un·
consc;ious.
The fans and patrons of Murray State University and its
athletic program have waited ·five long years to see the new
stadium unveiled and tomorrow night they will finally get
their chance.
Although the stadium is not 100 per cent finished, the
playing field's artificial turf is completely laid down, the
stands are fully constructed, as are the concession stands.
rest rooms. dressing rooms, and the prcssbox.
Finishing touches on the cla!lsrooms and athletic coaching
offices will be added within the next few weeks.

• *
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Murray, Ky~
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There will not be a "victory line" allowed on the new field
prior to the Racers' debut on the new artificial playing surface tomorrow evening.
According to Cal Luther, Murray State's athletic director,
the line will not be allowed because the surface on the ninelane, all-weather track has not been poured, and due to an
arrangement in the contract, the foundation of the track
must not be damaged.
Thett!fore, fans and grouJ16 are instructed not to jump onto
tht! field to form the line for the football players.
Luther, hinted, however, that the line may be allowed
when the track is finished.

A~,acrou .

fr• Ctatral. ShiPP... c-.r
.
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-NOW •• •
Vernon's Is 3 Stores In 1 ...

e V11'11011'sC_,....
W....,. Ston
.
.
e Vnow's loot &Shoe Store
e Vt"""''s Shot Repair

dorm size refrigerator

$89.99

Curler/styler has gentle mist action and controlled heat to instantly curl, wave, straighten,
control . • . without rollers or clips. Just add
water and plug it in!

Visit Vernon's and see the new line
of Western Items
"" ·visit Vernon's for BoOts and Sh~
· for the Whole Family
., Visit Vernon's for all Shoe Repair
Needs

);I

Vernon's Boot & Shoe
.Store & Shoe Repair
tlO~n their new locati• on Arcadia,

Murray Home & Auto
Northside

Shopping

Center

oft 641 North across from tht
Ctnt~l Shoppi• Clllltr in Murrar
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The 1973 MSU Football Racen

Grid coaches
are forgotten
amidst fanfare
By MARK HULTMAN
Sporte Editor

Members of the 1973 Murray State University football squad include (rU"St row from
left) Tom Johnson, Rodney PickeriJll, Jim
Engel, Jim Surrency, John Norrid, Dale
Willis, Bruce Farris, Charles Carpenter, Billy
Young, Bill Farrell, Scotty Crump, and Jamee
McPeake. Second row from left includes Rusa
Carlisle, Steve Martin, Jim Duncan, Don Hettich, Jay Waddle, Don Wright, David Maina,
Paul Coltharp, Mark Hickman, Donald
Deicken, Joe Caldwell, and David Wright.
Third row from left are Kent Ward, Doug
Sanders, Martin Strouse, Reed Miller, Ron
Kane, David McDonald, Matt Schappert,
Larry Sramowicz, Tim Kempfe, B. F .
Behrendt, Adrian Wolfe, and Kelly Farmer.

As the Murray State Univer·
eity football machine warms up
for tomorrow's premiere per·
formance in the new 16,800·
seat Roy Stewart Stadium, the
team's coaching staff will tend
to be forgotten amidst the fanfare and celebrations.
Considered the brains and
backbone of any football squad,
the bead coach and his staff
po88e88 the keys which u nlock
the eecrete and fortunes for a
upcoming seaaon. Coach Bill
Furprson will be aeeisted by a
seven-member staff, composed
of four uaiatant coaches, two
grad uat~ assistants, and a
student *-aiatant coach.
The four aeeiatant coacbes
are Carl Oakley, Bill Hina,
Jere Striplin, and Gary Crum.
Oakley, a native of Corbin.
Ky., gra.uated from Eastern
Kentucky University in 1955,
and later received bia muter's
degree from Morehead State
University.
joined
t he
MSU
He
coachin«
staff
in
February 1967, and special
honors include being selected

Fourth row from left includes Bill Paliobagis,
Joe Echert, Don Clayton, Mark Lacy, Dan
Helfrich, Tom Almy, Harry Fritz, Jackie
Dupin, Billy Brashear, and Tim Bonfanti.
Fifth row from left includes Richard
Stabingu, graduate 8B8istant coach; Sam
Tandy, student uaiatant coach; Alvie M.
Hobbie, Tom Pandolfi, Doug Baker, Ralph
Engel, Bill Lee, Lester Stinnett, Charles Martin, Charles Wempe, and Larry White,
graduate aasiatant coach. Sisth row from left.
are Jere Stripling and Gary Crum, both
aasistant coaches; Bill Furgerson, head coach;
and Bill Hina a nd Carl Oakley, both asaistant
coaches.

Racers ready for stadium debut
Paul Coltharp, has been moved
from safety to corner, and
Team captain Bruce Farris Mark Hickman has been tab·
will head the linebacking corps. bed to take Coltharp's old
According to Furgerson, Farris, position.
a 6-2, 225-pound senior from
Coltharp is a 6-0 178-pound
Sikeston, Mo., and Tom Johnson, a 6-0, 205-pound senior junior from Paducah who led
from Lynch, are the only two the team last season in tackles
linebackers 8B8ured of starting with 76. Hickman is a 5-11,
positions. Sophomore Adrian 170-pound sophomore from
Wolfe, sophomore Davie Atlanta.
McDonald, and freshman Kelly
Farmer will be battling for
Handling the punting chores
other slots.
will be Steve Martin, a 6-1,
The only returnee from last 185-pound freshman from In·
season's defensive secondary, dianapolis, who was a Murray
(Continued from Pare I)

State cheerleader last season.
His kicking talents were
d iscovered in a gym cla88, and
in the spring game, he averaged
37.8 yards on 11 punts.
Field goal kicking duties will
be handled by Don Wright, a 61, · 200-pound freshman from
Ontario, Canada who, like
Martin, was discovered in a
gym clua booting 40-yard field
goals.

co-captain of EKU's conference
championship team in 1953
and assistant . coach for
Eastern's 1954 Tangerine Bowl
Team.
A 1958 graduate of Murray
State, Hina joined the MSU
staff in 1968 after being an
8B8istant coach at Henderson
High School for two years.
He ia a native of Sturgia, and
he received his Muter's degree
from Indiana University in
1963.
Stripling ia another sraduate
of Murray in 1956, and made
the All.OVC second team in
1955 and 1957. He joined the
MSU staff ' in 1968, and ia a
native of Newbern, Tenn.
The fourth uaiatant coach,
Gary Crupl, joined the staff in
1961, and ia a native of Marion,
Ohio.
. He attended Northwestern
University, where he was
chOMn an All-Big 10 end.
The two graduate AMiatante
are Larry White, a former MSU
tackle, who will handle defensive line chores, and Richard
Stabingu, who will handle offensive line chores. The student
aeeiatant ia Sam Tandy.

Do yourself-a favor.
GelaSONY.

Here's how many gallons of gas it takes for the
average domestic car to go on a 300-mile trip.

Here's how many it tokes for a Beetle.•

J ohn W ise
Few things in life work as well as a Volkswagen.

Davi d Travis

D ave Adams
Ron Beshear

Murray Agency
711 Main Street
Phone 753-4331
,. ' • • • • • • • 6 6. I • •
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Yankee returns to Murray
tB "Most Valuable Player"
"After getting the hang of it, I
liked it a lot better than third
base. There's more action and
Murray State University's respopsibilitv at shortshop,"
baseball team was dressed out
the 1<'1sk, Missouri nat1ve said.
in itA black gym shorts and
Coulson's coach didn't'hlow his
white jerseys getting re-ady for
top when Steve made an error
the short fall season. Everyone
was "doing his own thing" to ~e~a.use f1e lq\ew, he had hever
playeq the posiiion before.
try and impress Coach Reagan.
Before going to the minor
But wait a minute! There's
leagues, Coulson stated, "My
one guy standing in the outgoal was to hit. 300 and play in
field, dre~sed in green g)1n
shorts, wearing 11 mustache, half of the 70 games scheduled.
I ended up bitting .350 and
and not doing anything!
playing in 68 games. I guess I
It's Steve Coulson. the
got lucky."
Racers' former star third
In fact, the 5'11". 165-pound
baseman who last ~>eason led
the team in hitting at .371 who athlete kept hitting the ball un·
is now a product of the New til he bad a 30 game hitting
York Yankees' farm club in streak and in July, he was
Oneota, N.Y. where he'.s just named ''Player of the Month"
fmished his first season as a for his efforts.
professional.
While it could be said that Chosen for All-Star honors
Coulson has had his first exImmediately following, he
perience of minor league ball, it
was one of 11 players in the
also should be realized that
league to be chosen for the Allminor league ba 11 has had · its
Star team. Without showing
fust experience of Coulson.
mercy toward his opponents,
Played shortstop for Yanks Coulson continued to rip off
singles and doubles and was
For the first time in his awarded "Most Valuable
baseball career, he was placed Player'' on the All-Star team.
at shortstop for the entire
Hitting .400 the majority of
season while with the Yanks. the season and ending with a
.350 average, good for second in
the league, Coulson had 45
RBI's and three home runs.
Two of his home runs were
grand slams, tying the league
record.
Coulson has come back to
Intramural fast pitch softball Murray with a 'new look' That
began Monday with 18 teams
in competition.
The softball program is composed of two leagues with
eleven fraternity teams comMacrame · Needlepoint
posing one league and seven inCandle Supplies - Beads
dependent clubs making up the
Decoupage - Paper Tole's
other.
Greek Letters
Crewel
All games are to be played at
Murray City Park.
YARNS
This years season will be
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET
highlighted by a championship
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
game between the winners of
42071
both leagues. An all star game
PHONE (502) 753-9384
is also planned.
LESSONS AVAILABLE
By STEVE HALE
Sport. Writer

Softball opens
'73 intramurals
in two leagues

is, he has grown a mustache
since be last played for the
Racers. He says, "A lot of the
players had one, so I thought I
would try.• And you know, I
kind of like it." Coulson's
father offere.d him $100 • tQ
11havtt it off and Steve , saidJ
"Let me keep it for a week and
1'11 sha.ve it for $75."

Set to play winter ball
On September 18, Coulson
will be one of only 13 players in
the entire Yankee organization
to go to Clearwater, Fla. to
play winter ball. He says, "I
<:onsider myself in a very fortunate position. Not only will it
mean a $150 boost in salarv but
also if I play well, I could ~ove
a step closer to the majors by
playing Double A or Triple A
ball.'' This past season he
played in the New York Penn
League, a Single A division of
the major league's farm system.
Call it what you like, but
Steve Coulson has a promising
future.

Photo by Wilson Woolley

STEVE COULSON, Murray State University's star third
baseman last season, has just completed his first season of
professional baseball. He played in the New York Yankees'
Class A farm club in Oneonta, N. Y. and had a .350 batting
average, good for second on the club, and he has been invited to
winter ball in the Yankees' organization at Clearwater, Fla.

Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors:
Here are the basic facts
about the Marine Corps Officer

The Craft House

Nylon Windbreaker Jackets
Assorted Colors
Sew-on Fraternity-Sorority Lettering

Men's - Women's In Stock
Tennis Shoes Dunlop Converse Nike

Program for college students
Platoon Leaders Class-What it is
The Ullllal St•Mt~lne Ccwpalookl Chltlly to then•t-.•a c:oii. . . . . . .YW'IIIIft tor
m., with the pot8111•1to IMd MM'm.. Once . .ler;t_., "-"*'atlellcl ~mlulon
tr•lnlngellttltlntummer ....lonl'*-•c•demlc~oraflwcollegegrMuatlon.
There Ia !MYer eny drill, m lllt•rv cl•aor an.c•mpuatrelniiiO dUring the reeuiM'Ichool

........

The Oftlc-· Pf'OOI'II'M known II the Pl•taan
CIUIIIIled undercllllft'lert In ...... IC·

""""*"

credited college cr unlvenlly . Mlmwa wt10 l!'lrollln th8 pngr..-n 1n ltlelr
v....
eccomplllh pre<ommlaslon tr•lnlncl In,_ slx -w"k summ• -'Ona et Oftlc• c:.n.
dlcl81ft School (0C$l, Merln• Corpa . _, Qu8nllco, Vlrvlnll, Mel •e commiUioMd N
LleuteNnll upcn greduetlan tram college.

Requirements:
Platoon Leader's Class and
Platoon Leader's Class (Aviation)
- - · - College tr•men. ~"or lunion
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Training Shoes
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"For All Your Athletic Needs"
Just off Campus on Chestnut

pic If'
See the Marine Corps Representative
at the Student Center-- Sept. 17-20
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Difficult duties?
'Breds skipper Reagan faces rebuilding baseball squad
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Aset.

~ports

Editor

In April Coach Johnny R~ORM II
Thro1J6hbmJs luui jll8t •wept 4reh·
rival w~stf'm for ll sparltling 28·9
overall record and a .757 won·lOMt
percen.tCll/e. They met ¥onMad in
o best-o(.thrt~ playoff atul lost
twice in the clcuh {or the OVC title,
to the shoclt of fans thro1J6hnut the

•tote.
Startirtll a new •eason nut
month, Coach RtCli/M talk$ about
his 'Bred8.

Cross country
opens season
The Murray State University
cross country team opens its
season tomorrow wi th a
triangular meet against Lincoln
University
and
SIU- ·
Edwardsville at Jefferson City,
Mo.
Coached by Bill Cornell, the
Racers have all but two of the
runners on a team that finished
second in the Ohio Y alley Conference last year.
Sam Torres, who holds all
the Racers' cross country and
track distance records, is back
to pace the tracksters.
Other t~am members include
Rod Harvey, Gordy Benfield,
Stan Thompson, Don Wilcox,
Clint Strohmeier, Brad Finseth, Dennis Sturt, Dennis
Mabbit and John Balbach.

When you have a team which
pr esents you with the 12th
divisional title in your 16 years
of coaching, it seems it would
be d ifficult coming back the
next season.
But when the same squad
lists three graduating seniors
who placed in the lop 10 of the
NCAA final standings, it ap·
pears to be a near impossibility.
'Breds skipper Johnny
Reagan insists he's not crying.
"We didn't really lose a great
number of players, but we sure
lost quality,' ' the sandy-ha ired
coach said. ''Last season saw
one of the best one-two pitching
staff MSU has ever seen in
Jerry Weaver and Russ Peach.
Whenver you have two boys
who win half of your games like
these two did ...well ..." The two
MSU aces won 15 of the 'Breds
30 victories lMt sea!lon which
saw Reagan cap his 300th
career coaching victory. •
''We feel like our freshman
crop is good, but I'll really be
surprised if t hey turn out to be
another 30-game winner. The

retur ning letter men will
definitely have to take up the
slack," he sa id.

"Overall, we look pretty
good, I think, and this fall
schedu le sh oul d give the
coaching staff an indication of
our conference chances," he
reflected.

Singling out his throwing
aces this season Reagan listed
Mike Thieke, Bill Emerson,
Greg Englar, Mike Sims, and
Randy Oliver as the ones who
will have to carry the load.
''They're all experienced pitchers a nd the workhorses will
come from that group. We hope
we can get some good relief
help from the bullpen," the
head mentor explained.

Last season, afulr many years
of discussion and debate, the
OVC launched in new "mini·
season" where teams played in
the fall. Murray State opens its
play Oct. 6th against Austin
Peay in a road trip which
marks the first of t hree
doubleheaders for this year.

Two of the pitchers, Englar
and Thieke, are recovering
from injuries which may curtail
their starting roles until later
in the season .

Mixed in with the official
season, MSU bas scheduled a
number of "grapefruit games"
which include three this month
and four in October. The 'Breds

meet Three Rivers Community
College at home on Sept. 22
with the scrimmage starting at
12:30 p.m. The Missouri school
was ranked fifth nationally in
the final NCAA small college
poll last year a nd should prove
to be a tough opening foe.
Other contests slated include
University of Tennessee at
Martin (UTM) at home starting at noon on Sept. 29th;
Mineral Area College t he next
day at 1 p.m.; then a road game
with UTM on Oct. 2 before the
Pacers return to Reagan Field
on Oct. lOth. Lambuth College
has two contests with MSU,
one at home on Oct. 4 and
another here on Oct. 17th.

Faculty bas k e tball
Faculty men 's basketball
play will be held from 7-9:15
p.m. on Tuesday and Thur~day
evenings at the University
School gym.
Anyone interested in participating shou ld contact Dr.
John Devine in the department
of business administration.

1973 Cross Country Schedule
Pboto by Keary Caiman

Se pt. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 28
Oct. 2
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct . 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov. 19

Lincoln, SIU-Edwa rdsville
Owe nsbor o lnvitatimal
Arkansas State
Southern Illinois
Weste rn Illino is
Weste rn Ky. Invitational
Weste rn Ke ntuck y
Sou theast Missouri, UK
OVC Champio nships
NCAA Regiona l
NCAA Champio nahi ps

J e ffereo n City, Mo.
Owe neboro
J onesbo ro, Ark.
Murray
Macomb, 111.
Bowling Gree n
Bowling Green
Murray
Morehe ad
Greenville, S.C.
Spokane, Wash.

tlye
a!qristian ~nnk

ar enter

808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone (502) 753-0425

'Breds 'discuss mound strategy

Has the Styles of ·Today
For the Student of Today

*

Baggies
~

Baggie

Shirts &
Baseball Jackets
it Baggie Shoes

Books,Bibles, Posters, Buttons, Jewelry,
Records, s.:.r rock Tapes, Cassettes,
Church Supplies,Tracts
~

(Khaki- Denim-Plaids)

Levi Jeans & Super bells
*
Sleeveless Sweaters
(Argyles-Patterns & Solids)

r-------------------------1

I Fraternity

Paddles,
Favors; Jerseys

1

I

I

L------------------------J
Denim Blazers and Suits
All of your Favorite Styles and Brands

iurkingbam lay. iGtb.
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Soccer coach has
optimistic outlook
year ' s tenm which opens
tomorrow w1th road ma tches at
Aaat. Sporta Editor
the University of Alabama at
Huntsville, have not been
With seven new faceR, a crop determined. The returning letof returning ldtermen, and R termen will get a chance at
nl.!w coach, the '1973 Murray their old positions, while fresh·
State soccer team could be men will bntlle for any vacanreeling like a skydiver prior to cies.
his first jump.
Four native Kentut;kians are
It's like knowing you've gol among the seven new men out
the material to stay alive, and for the team . They are Mike
guessing what hnppens after Brangor1>, Dave DownE'y, Kenn}
the leap.
Tucker, and Joe Fowler, all
"We plan to go once a day freshmen . Other members are
Greg Gelholt, Missouri, freshwith the practice sessions to get
everybvdy in shape," Coach man ; Joe Walton, Ohio,
sophomore, and Tabrizi Ben,
John Polacek said earlier this
freshman tran.c;fer student. from
month. "But even after the
Per,;ia.
season startS, we'll practice
every day just to keep us fit,"
At presstime. there were six
he added.
matches scheduled for the
Last year's squad waR ham- Racer, plus participation in the
pered by injuries, poor weather Kentucky College Tournament
with at least two rainouts, and at the season's end in
an overall lack of support and Lexington. Last year, MSU
attendance by MSU's student finished second in competition.
body.
All Racer home matches will
It was not a lackluster year, be played in the Carlisle Cuthowever, as there are 10-12 chin Stadium with starting
returning squad members, nine times to be announced during
of whom Coach Polacek plans the week prior to the contest.
to build his team around. They
are; Granville Buckley, John
Ryan, Brian Winslow, Steve
Bicycle Race to be held October
Claxton, Pat Francis, Lou
21 at Land Between The Lakes.
Turley, Ben Jacobs, Adrian
Sponsored by Spqke & Pedal of
Hall, and John McRae.
By STEVE W. GIVENS

Photo by Wlllon Woolley

RETIRING PRESIDENT Harry M. Sparks
examines a long rifle held by Roger Estes
while Capt. Glenn Bouknight (left) and Bill
Schweitzer look on. Schweitzer and Estes
were selected to the National Rifle

Association's 10-man All-American Collegiate
Marksmanship Team last spring. Bouknight
was coach of Murray State's rifle and pistol
teams last year.

Two riflemen get NRA award
A member of Murray State
University's 1972-73 rifle team
has become the first shooter jn
the history of the National
Rifle Association to be chosen
to the annual 10-man AllAmerican Collegiate Markmanship Team for the fourth
consecutive year.
Bill Schweitzer of Lancaster,
Pa. received the NRA award,
and fellow teammate Roger
Estes of Arlington, Va. was
named to the squad for the first
lime.
Both were co-captains and
graduated from MSU last

spring and led Murray State to
Estes, who had made the
a second-place national finish
second team All-American
in conventional target team squad, i11 the son of Mr. and
competition and to third-place
Mrs. Henry H. Estes Jr.
in international target team
Estes averaged 285.05 on incompetition.
' ternational targets and 297 on
Schweitzer is presently doing
conventional targets during the
graduate work in chemistry at
past year.
MSU, and be plana to try out
The selection of Schweitzer
for .the United States'
and Estes to the NRA squad
marksmanship team in the
raises the number to 12 that
1976 Olympic games.
MSU has placed on the AllAmerican team in the past six
His average scores for the
past year were 287.50 in in- years.
ternational target competition,
and 297 in conventional target
competition.

Murray. Phone 753-0388 for

Defrnite starters for

this

more infonnation.

•

1973 MSU Football Schedule
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

Western Carolina
Tennessee Tech
Morehead
UT-Martin
Middle Tennessee
East Tennessee
Eaatern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Youngstown
Western Kentucky

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
(Homecoming)
Home
Away
Away

Parker-McKenney
Athletic Supply
1203 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
(Just off Campus)

"We Back You
All The Way"
Ft.c"": l,..rdt .'rlurray Spom ..ch Srilturdoy mo m111K a t
11:1(1 am . on WNBS

Rare
bird
handlers
wanted

You need

ac:·enain touch .

A special drive . Whatever

comes up In Navy air. you havo
to handle it. Jockeying a
hot jet off the deck in foul
weather. Hunting through
skyways where even the wind
gets lost. Or bossing the little
black box with the big punch.
Whatever you do, you learn
to do it right. You learn the
difference between taming a
falcon and a wren.

If you're going to be some·
thing, why not be something
special.

If you think you can handle
the job, let us know. Our birds
are ready when you are.
The Naval Aviation Program
information team will be
visiting your campus on the
date(s) marked below; why
not drop in and find out more
about the care and handling of
our rare birds.

Sept. 24-26 At
The Student Union

The Navy
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Echert's ability
praised by Hina
After seeing a considerable
amount of action on Murray
State's football team as a fresh·
man, Joe Echert, a defengive
end from Evansville, Ind.,
brought smiles lo the coaches
faces as they saw the potential
he had for the future. He
unleashed some of that
strength last season by being
the fifth leading tackler on the
Racer team.
Although hampered by
several minor injuries last
season, Echert was still
credited with 44 tackles and 23
assists. He modestly says, "The
number of tackles I make in a
same doesn't tell me anything
about the kind of game I
played. I could be the game's
leading tackler but if I haven't
given a full effort, then I've not
played a good game."
Murray defensive coach Bill
Hina says, "I can't say enough
about the effort Joe puts out.
It's simply been fantastic. He
worked hard this past summer
to stay in condition and repor·
ted to practice in the best condition of any squad member."

can."
Last
season
he
established himself as one of
the best defensive ends in the
OVC. "If Joe improves this
season as he did last year, he
sould definitely be All·OVC",
Coach Hina said,
Echert thinks it will be an
upset, if Murray does not win
the conference. "I didn't con1e
out of a game last season
thinking that the other team
was better. I thought we should
have won all ten." The Racers
went 4-6 overall last season.
While helping his team to a
10·0 record his senior year at
Rex Mundi High School in
Evansville, he had no thoughts
of winning a college scholarship. "Murray State was the
only school that even looked at
me and I jumped at the opportunity to play for the
Racers.''

,_.
Ph oto by Wll1on Woolley

CHATTING ON THE new artificialsurfaceof
the Roy Stewart Stadium are Dr. Dick ~tout
(left), president of the campus M Club, Roy
Stewart, MSU's third football coach after
whom the stadium was named, and Bill
Davia, 1959 alumnus of MSU, and former

sports editor of the MSU NEWS. Stout was
instrumental in the sale of the season box seat
tickets, and Davis has been a football
statistician for MSU Sports Information
Director Joe Tom Erwin for 14 years.

Defensive position concerns veteran Coltharp

Murray back used to playing ·musical chairs

Realizing that every athlete
Paul Coltharp is used to
sets certain ideals, the 6-1, 200- ,c hanging football positions.
pounder says, "My main goal He's played six of them thus far
this season is t.o make at least. in his high school and college
75 tackles, but I don't want to career. But his latest, corner
be compared to anyone while back for Murray State's
striving toward that goal. I Racers, is giving him some con11imply want to be the best I cern.
"1 guess I'm feeling the
responsibility of being the only
returning starter in the defensive backfield," Coltharp says,
"and I'm trying not to make
mistakes. But I'm finding it difHey dudes! Want to try out ficult to read alignment.a from
for the 1973-74 'Breda baseball the corner, and having to make
aquad?
that quick decision whether the
Skipper Johnny Reagan play will be a paaa or run is
wants anyone who ia interested weighing on me."
to contact him at the baseball
Coltharp was the Racer
office···762-4182.
safety last year and led the

'Breds conduct
autumn tryouts

team in tackles with 76.
However,
his
proudest
moments of the season came in
Murray's Homecoming game
against East Tennessee when
he intercepted two passes.
Coltharp's musical chairs
with football positions began at
Paducah Tilghman High
School where he was twice AllWestern Kentucky Conference,
honorable mention All-State,
and AU-Midsouth. At PTHS,
he played at fullback and
flanker on offense and
linebacker and monster man on
defense. It was his play aa monster man that interested
Murray scouts.

He spent his freshman season
at Murray, spelling AllConference Star Kevin Grady
at safety, but when Grady
graduated, Coltharp started
every game as a sophomore.
And he played about every
moment the Racers were on
defense.
"Durability is one of Paul's
strongest assets,'' Murray
Coach Bill Furgerson says.
"He's never even missed a
practice session with an injury.
He's also an intelligent player
and you don't have to worry
about his making costly
mistakes. He always knows his
asaignments and he's good at

both pass defense and setting
the corner against a run."
Coltharp's running mate~ in
the Racer defensive backfield
are Billy Young at the other
corner, AI Martin at roving
back, and Mark Hickman at
safety.
"We've got good rapport,"
Coltharp says. "We talk among
ourselves and help each other."
How will the Ra<:ert~ fare in
the OVC this season?
"If we don't have too many
injuries, we're going to make a
real run for the championship," ColthArp says.

Hi!
Students,
*****************'
Glad you're back
*
&
Welcome Back Students

Faculty

Coming Soon
Cahill U.S. Marshall
<40 Carate-Scarecrow
Last of Shlela

_____

...._

ENTERT.A.IBMERT

pecial on 8·track mr stereos
our choice of Craig, Sanyo, orAudivox
only 39.95 with speakers

raig 8-track stereo player system
AM-FM stereo radio
While they last only ·$109.95

Albums and 8-track tapes·B uy one at regular price,
get the second one dollar off.
other tapes $1.50

ape Cases
Holds 24 - 8 track - $3.99
Holds 18 - 8 track - $3.69

lLimited Quanities)

EW Dorm size refrigerators

95.00

(with big compressor)

pecial on 8-track blank recording tapes
Two 80 minute tapes $2.99
in Brouse around, check our Quality and Prices

T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center

753-5865

P ... ll

The Bank of Murray
WELCOMES

7 P.M. September 15th

Bank of Murray
Member F .D.I.C

